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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

A passion for learning, a passion for calling, a passion for UMM
-a message from Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson
My secret is out- it's clear from the pictures that I have a soft spot in
my heart for animals, and what a menagerie it is! Each of the critters
pictured here came to us as a stray. The saddest story might be that of
Annie the dog, whose family brought her to a kennel to board her, and
never returned to bring her home. We happened upon her, couldn't
resist those sad brown eyes ... and that's how she came to live with us
nearly 10 years ago.
You can see that I have a passion for animals and their safe care. And
passion is what this edition of Profile is all about- passion for learning,
passion for one's calling, and passion for the University of Minnesota,
Morris.
This passion for UMM was strongly felt two weeks ago when we
welcomed to our campus 160 prospective students and their families
in an event called the "Community of Scholars." These students were
competing for our most prestigious scholarships, and they came to
campus to interview and tour and learn more about the place that might
be their home for the next four years.
At the end of a long day, these young people and their families had a chance to listen to four UMM seniors describe their
experiences here and the difference this place has made in their lives. Each student spoke with passion about the care their
faculty mentors took-to involve them in research; to sponsor them for fellowships and summer institutes; to co-author papers
with them. One told about his summer internship in Governor Pawlenty' s office; another about her co-authored paper on
"glowing mold," recently published in a significant scientific journal. Two others described the way in which study and research
abroad experiences enhanced their undergraduate journey and better prepared them for their futures-attendance at graduate and
professional school, or participation in the world of work.
Passion combined with vision produces remarkable synergy. And Morris is blessed with faculty, staff, and students who not
only feel passionately about their work here, but who also have the ability to envision a bright future for the campus, the town,
and the region, and to enact that vision. As we prepare to celebrate energy self-sufficiency, the 50th anniversary ofUMM, and
the 100th anniversary of the West Central School of Agriculture- all in the year 2010- we invite those of you who feel as
passionately about this place as we do to join us as we think about our future, identify our most important future priorities, and
imagine ways to bring these priorities to life. We look forward to hearing from you!
Photo above: Johnson and Annie
Photo below from left: Johnson and Coset, Little, and Toad
Photo credit: Melissa Weber, University Relations
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A message from Maddy Maxeiner, associate
vice chancellor for external relations
Pictured with me for this issue are my canine companions,
Guinness and Frannie, golden retrievers who exel in pheasant
hunting, enjoying the moment, and keeping the kitchen floor
clean. They are invariably good humored and, sweetly, the best
of friends. We are happy to have them in our household.
By now you ' ve heard that UMM has written a strategic
plan to guide our collective work over the nexrdecade. The
overall goal is to position UMM as the best public liberal arts
college in the nation. Exciting ideas have emerged, such as
achieving energy independence by the year 2010, creating an
interdisciplinary green major, intensifying our international
initiatives, and building a green living and learning residential
community. These are but a handful of the visionary themes
expressed in the plan. It also addresses "branding" UMM's
distinctive educational experience and developing additional
private resources for scholarships in order to remain competitive
and to ensure that students are not denied an opportunity to attend
UMM for lack of finances.
To accomplish these goals, UMM will need resources .
We cannot count on public dollars to fund much beyond the
basics, and we do not want to reach for the stars on the backs of
students who are paying tuition. UMM students demonstrate the
highest financial need in the University of Minnesota system.
Many are the first in their families to attend college. More than
90 percent ofUMM students qualify for some form of financial

Maxeiner, Guinness (left), and Frannie .
aid. Thus, we look to private gifts from alumni, parents, faculty,
staff, and friends to achieve UMM's highest aims . If you believe
in the transformative power of philanthropy and are enthused by
what is happening here, then we ask for your financial support for
UMM' s aspirations, at whatever level is right for you.
You are invited to help shape UMM's philanthropic
priorities. ,Where do you think private support creates the greatest
benefit? How could gifted dollars best impact UMM students,
faculty, and staff? Please share your thoughts with us-we'd
really like to hear from you! Check out the strategic plan at
www.morris.umn.edu/strategic/ and see for yourself what
UMM's future holds. Then let us know how you think private
giving can best support the plan. I look forward to hearing from
you at maxeinme@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6386.

Tony Williamson '87 honors legacy of Bill Stewart, retired MSP director
States Carla Riley, director of
In 1979 when Tony Williamson '87
alumni
relations and annual giving:
arrived in Morris from Augusta, Georgia,
"We
are
grateful to Tony for his gift
to study and to play basketball at UMM,
to
the
William
Stewart Scholarship
Bill Stewart was waiting, ready to be of
and
join
him
in
thanking Bill for the
service. Then director of the Minority
programs established and the welcoming
Student Program, now called the Multiatmosphere created during his tenure as
Ethnic Student Program (MSP), Stewart
MSP director. "
supported not only Williamson but all
An economics major, Williamson
UMM students of color, in and out of
also studied computer science at UMM.
the classroom.
He credits Andy and Dian Lopez,
"Bill was like a guardian to us, a
professors of computer science, for
father figure ," remembers Williamson.
"He cared about us and made sure that
"driving me to become a better student
we had all the support and assistance
and giving me a great base in
we needed to be successful on campus.
computer science."
From the time that I arrived in Minnesota
Williamson's areas of study at
Stewart and Williamson
and continuing today, Bill has had a
UMM became the foundation for
tremendous personal impact on me. Between Bill and Coach Mel
the information technology and management consulting firm
Lewis, student/athletes had the support and guidance to prepare
he and wife Shelleye established in Golden Valley. Its name,
for careers after college and after sports-not to mention a few
Ajasa Technologies, illustrates two driving forces for the
home cooked meals."
entrepreneurs- family and outstanding business practices. Ajasa
Williamson's recent gift to the William Stewart Scholarship
is the Indonesian word for "excellent service," created with the
recognizes Stewart's 25 years at UMM and his commitment to
first letter of the name of each member of their famil y: Anthony
students. "I'm honored to support Bill and UMM in this way," states IV, Julius, Aiyla, Shelleye, and
Williamson. "I want current students to have the same opportunity
Anthony III.
to attend college that I did and to have the same successful
Ajasa has operations in five states and more than 450
experience. This scholarship keeps the Bill Stewart legacy going. "
consultants worldwide.
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Romilly Cassida '66 scholarship reflects a giving nature
Adds Kanfer: "Rom worked in the world of commercial
real estate in major urban areas, but she was drawn to the natural
landscape and to the quiet of nonurban America. She had
an artist' s soul, a love of the ocean, and a connection to all things
living, be it people, wildlife, or the flowers in her garden."
Cassida's friends and family share that she was always
learning, from experience and from voracious reading. And she
believed in giving back. She volunteered in the classrooms of
the Whidbey Island schools and served as a docent at a local
historical site. She also belonged to
a garden club that helped beautify
downtown Whidbey. Members
The world of
gathered each November at Cassida's
commercial real estate
home for a fundraiser, making beautiful
A psychology and studio art
wreaths that were sent throughout the
major, the Hancock native began
United States."
her lifelong career with Prudential
Roles and her siblings, David
Life Insurance Company in the
Wilson and Orrin Wilson, remember
business research department of the
their sister, the oldest, as being a bit
Minneapolis office. She relocated
"bossy" and also as a kind, loving
a number of times to both the west
person with a mischievous streak. "She
and east coasts as she received
loved to tease, especially if she could
promotions. While in the New
get a rise out of you," shares Roles
York area, she earned a master of
with a smile. "She loved to argue and
business administration in finance
play the devil's advocate."
from New York University. Cassida
A copy of the article in Wom en 's
holds the distinct honor of serving
World marked up in Cassida's own
as Prudential's first woman vice
hand is one of Roles ' cherished
president of real estate. "Romilly
possessions. The notes illustrate
was an advocate for women to get
Cassida' s humor and her passion
out into the working field," states
for education. "Get a degree!" she
her sister, Nancy Roles.
writes in the margin as the article's
Longtime friend Susan Kanfer
author discusses women 's confidence.
adds : "She was a pioneer, not just
"Baloney! " Cassida scrawls beneath
for the fact she rose to be a vice
" ... she ' s going in an upward
president, but for the industry she
direction ," although the author
rose in. In those days, Prudential
predicted accurately.
was a major player in commercial
Cassida in her garden on Whidbey Island
real estate. Rom worked daily in the
The Romilly Jean Cassida
business of multi-million dollar real
Memorial Scholarship
estate transactions. Her leadership and analytical skills facilitated
Cassida passed away in December 2006. Her bequest
significant real estate development, construction, financing , and
to UMM establishes the Romilly Jean Cassida Memorial
acquisitions all over the United States. She was known for her
Scholarship that will be awarded to new UMM students, including
depth , thoughtfulness, and integrity, as well as her smarts and
transfer students, who demonstrate academic promise. The gift
tirelessness."
qualifies for the University of Minnesota President' s Scholarship
Match Program.
The quiet of Whidbey Island
"My hope," shares Kanfer, "is that the recipients of Rom ' s
Creating art and beautiful spaces added an additional
scholarship exhibit qualities reflective of the sort of person Rom
dimension to Cassida's rich life. Watercolor was her favorite
was. I hope they understand that they are her legacy, and they take
medium, although she also enjoyed sculpting. Her favorite
on her challenge. I hope they use their education as a foundation
subjects included still life, flowers , and landscapes. Her "dream
upon which to build, so they too make this world a better place."
home" on Whidbey Island, off the coast of Washington, provided
The first recipient of the Romilly Jean Cassida Memorial
wonderful ideas for compositions and also opportunities to enjoy
Scholarship will be selected for the academic year 2008-09.
gardening and landscaping. "She did most of the landscaping of
her yard herself," Roles remembers, "hauling in dirt and rock, and
then planting."
The April 1977 issue of Woman 's World featured an article
about Romilly Wilson Cassida ' 66. When read nearly 31 years
later, her comments on ambition, confidence, independence,
and leadership prompt contemplation on two levels. The words
provide insight into the collective account of women in the 1970s
business world as well as a glimpse into the life of a unique
individual who valued family and friends, art and gardening- and
education. A longtime donor, UMM recently received the late
Cassida's final gift to campus, a bequest to establish a scholarship,
a testament to the value she placed
on education.
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"Green" residential life facility opens in 2009

UMM legislative request
in governor's bonding
recommendations
In January, Governor Tim Pawlenty
released his bonding recommendations for
the 2008 legislative session, and UMM' s
Gateway Center Project is on the list. The
governor's $258 million recommendation
for higher education includes $129 million
for the University of Minnesota system,
including $5 million for UMM.
The Gateway Center Project, the
renovation of Community Services,
will be completed with the requested $5
million in state funding and $2.5 million
in University funding. The former West
Central School of Agriculture (WCSA)
engineering building is 1 of 18 campus
buildings listed on the National Historic
Register as the WCSA and Experiment
Station Historic District. While retaining
historic characteristics, the building will
be renovated as a LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
certified building-green design,
construction, and operation.
When completed, the Gateway Center
will serve as an inviting, accessible, and
distinct point of entry to the campus, a
"portal" to the University's extensive
resources for students and their families,
alumni , donors, visitors, and friends .
If you' d like to be an advocate for
UMM and the Gateway Center Project
during this legislative session, there are
many ways to be involved. Learn more at
www. morris.umn.edu/ gatewaycenter; join
the UMM Legislative Network; and contact
your legislators in support of the project.

Planning is underway for construction of a "green" residential life facility at UMM.
Designed for sustainable living, the Green Prairie Living and Leaming Community will
provide contemporary suite-style housing for 80 students.
Julie Phelps, associate director of residential life, notes: "As a department we
feel the building of a new residence hall, especially one that meets the University's
coinmitment to green and sustainable initiatives, helps us reach our goal of providing an
environment for our students that is conducive to academic success. It provides that outof-classroom learning component that is crucial in their collegiate development."
The first new residential life construction since the 1970s, building planners are
incorporating education, research, and demonstration components in areas such as green
building design, resource conservation and real-time energy monitoring systems, local
foods, and community.
LHB, Minneapolis, will provide design services. "LHB is known for sustainable
architecture and is an early founder of Minnesota's green building movement," states
Richard Strong, adjunct professor and research fellow in the Center for Sustainable
Building Research in the University of Minnesota College of Design. Strong, who is
assisting the planning team, continues: "They are perfect to partner with UMM in its
excellent work of campus sustainability and climate neutrality. I am excited about Morris
becoming the very first campus to sustainably attain carbon free living and showing
Minnesota the abundance that comes with that decision ."
·
The Green Prairie Community, opening in fall 2009, will replace student housing in
Blakely Hall , which will be re-appropriated for other campus use.

Multi-Ethnic Student Program alumni gathering held
The UMM Alumni Association sponsored a Multi-Ethnic Student Program (MSP)
alumni gathering in St. Paul at W.A. Frost & Company in November 2007. Bill Stewart,
retired MSP director, and his wife, Ida, were honored guests. Dorothy Nins ' 85, who
helped organize the event, noted in her comments to fellow alumni that she owed much
of her success as a UMM student to Stewart.

Seated: Ida and Bill Stewart, Rickey Hall, former MSP director; Donnay Green
'05. First row standing: Tanya Taylor '04; Nicole Smith '04 and daughter; Michael
Rodriguez '89; Veronica Burt '89; Jeffery Robinson '95; Bonnie Tipcke '74,
MSP executive office and administrative specialist; David Comer, Jr., admissions
counselor and coordinator for multi-ethnic student recruitment. Back row: Tanya
Taylor's friend; Sandy Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs; Dorothy Nins
'85; Tonya Berzat '90; Tony Williamson '87; Leslie Berzat '95; Jeff Stewart '02;
Mario Vargas '96; and Eric Coleman '01
Winter 2008 Profile page 4
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Contant chosen as UMM's next
vice chancellor for academic affairs

U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar
on campus for "green tour"
U.S . Senator Amy Klobuchar visited campus in January
2008 and participated in a "green energy tour." She attended an
interactive demonstration on UMM ' s carbon footprint reduction
plan presented by Jacquie Johnson, chancellor, and Lowell
Rasmussen, vice chancellor for finance and facilities .
Following the presentation, Klobuchar briefly discussed
climate change, renewable energy, and conservation topics with
campus and community members who gathered in Imholte Hall.
"I think the answers are here in Morris and in our state," she said.
UMM is on track to achieve energy self-sufficiency by 2010.
Paired with energy conservation programs, a 1.65 MW wind
turbine, a planned second turbine, and a biomass gasification plant
to be completed in spring 2008 are expected to meet all campus
electrical, heating, and cooling needs within the next two years.

Above: KJobuchar spoke to campus and community members
during her campus visit in January.

Cheryl K. Contant has been named UMM's next vice
chancellor for academic affairs and dean. In her announcement,
Jacqueline Johnson, chancellor, states: "Dr. Contant impressed
the campus community with her intellect, her deep understanding
of the role and importance of liberal education in the 21st century,
her warmth and good humor, and with her responsiveness to and
respect for the mission of this institution.
She brings a depth of commitment and
expertise that will serve us well as we
continue our leadership role in higher
education, and as we implement our
strategic plan."
Coutant earned a doctorate in civil
engineering from Stanford University.
Since 1999, she served as professor
and director of the City and Regional
Coutant
Planning Program in the College of
Architecture at Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. She
holds a master of science in environmental engineering from
Stanford and a bachelor of science in civil engineering from
the University of Utah. During the 2006-07 academic year, she
served as an American Council of Education Fellow at Macalester
College in St. Paul.
States Bert Ahem, professor of history and search committee
chair: "I join with other members of the search committee, I
know, in enthusiastically welcoming the appointment of Dr.
Cheryl Coutant. "Her selection comes out of a thorough national
search, ably assisted by Bill Franklin of Academic Search, Inc.
Dr. Contant' s record of scholarship and teaching at top-rank
institutions, her understanding and commitment to the liberal
arts, and her record of leadership in acadeniia and in the larger
community brought her to the top of the group."
Coutant will assume her UMM responsibilities in
summer 2008.

Chancellor's Advisory Council shares expertise on behalf of UMM
Jacquie Johnson, chancellor, convened the first meeting of the
Chancellor' s Advisory Council (CAC) in October 2007. Partners in
UMM 's mission, members were nominated because ofan ongoing
commitment to UMM, expertise in areas of particular importance to
UMM, and service to and understanding of the University system.
Members come from all walks of life, several geographic locations,
and include alumni , business and educational leaders, policy
makers, media representatives, and community members.
CAC members who attended the first meeting include: Warrenn
Anderson '73, attorney; Lester Bensch ' 59 (WCSA), founder,
Viking Valley Hunt Club; Sarah Buchanan, UMM associate
professor of French; Debra Carlson '72, director, St. Cloud State
University Lindgren Child Care Center, UMM Alumni Association
president; Robert Gandrud '65, retired CEO, Lutheran Brotherhood;
Marilyn Gilbert '67, retired teacher and administrator; John Gilbert
'64, retired CEO, Thrivent Financial for Lutherans; Eagan Heath
'08, Les Heen, president and general manager, Pioneer Public
Television; LeAnn Hedquist '08, Bruce Helmer '82, president

and founder, Wealth Enhancement Group; Lue Her ' 00, program
officer, Otto Bremer Foundation; Rosalie Johnson ' 81 , retired
vice president, AT&T; Douglas Lennick '74, partner, Lennick
Aberman Group, executive vice president, Ameriprise; Mary
Martin ' 75, attorney; Elizabeth Morrison '75, freelance agriculture
writer; John Rau, president, Stevens Community Medical Center;
Oree Robinson, vocalist, former professor of music, and Glen
Robinson, retired research scientist, Imation, and former professor
of chemistry; Catherine Tate '85 (UMTC), arts, women 's health,
and literacy volunteer, U ofM Department of English Advisory
Board; Richard Tate '67, retired president, Fingerhut catalog; and
Carol Wilcox, retired teacher, former mayor, Morris.
The CAC meets once a year, working within the UMM
governance structure, sharing expertise and imaginations to bear on
topics relevant to the University. The CAC's work will help shape
efforts in implementing UMM' s strategic plan, marketing, and
overall institutional planning. The first meeting focused on liberal arts
education in the 21st century.
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Ladner named new director of
Multi-Ethnic Student Program

You are cordially invited to attend a
retirement reception in honor of

Professors
Andy and Dian Lopez.
Friday, May 9, 2008
3:30 until 6:30 p.m.
LaFave House
In lieu of retirement gifts, the Lopezes
have suggested that those inclined may
wish to contribute to the Andy and
Dian Lopez Scholarship.
Written memories of Andy and/or Dian
are being collected. Please send your
thoughts and/or gifts, payable to UMM,
by May 1, 2008, to Peh Ng, professor
of mathematics, at pehng@morris.umn .
edu or Division of Science and Math,
University of Minnesota, Morris, 600
East 4th Street, Morris, MN 56267.

Jacquie Johnson, chancellor, and Sandy Olson-Loy, vice
chancellor for student affairs, announce that Hilda Ladner has
been named UMM's new assistant to the chancellor for equity and
diversity/director of the Multi-Ethnic Student Program.
Ladner
Ladner's professional experience in multicultural affairs spans
13 years. For the past six years, she directed the Multicultural Student
Center at Northern Arizona University (NAU). Ladner received the NAU President' s
Award for Ethnic Diversity for the "Community Awareness and Respect for Everyone"
program she initiated.
"Ms. Ladner' s experience, skill, and commitment will serve UMM well as we
work together to realize our commitment to educating a talented and diverse student
body, building a respectful and inclusive campus culture, and preparing interculturally
competent graduates for leadership in a global community," states Olson-Loy.
Ladner earned a master of education in bilingual/multicultural education and a
bachelor of arts in modern languages, French, and Spanish at NAU. She is active in
the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, Hispanic Association of
Colleges and Universities, and the National Academic Advising Association . Ladner
assumes her UMM responsibilities in March 2008.

Ulrich '95 returns to campus as 2007-08 Latterell Visiting Alumnus
such as equity and bond derivatives, insurance and annuity
arbitrage products, and private equity investments.
Tyson Mastin ' 08 , Blue Earth, attended the evening
gathering. "Jeff exemplifies the benefits ofUMM ' s liberal arts
education," reflects Mastin . "He succeeds in the world of finance
even though he graduated as a physics major. He told of many
instances where he advanced [in his career] because ofUMM's
great reputation ."
In addition to his presentation, the two-day visit allowed
Ulrich the opportunity to engage both faculty and students in
conversation. " It was nice to come back to the campus and visit
with faculty and students," shares Ulrich . " It
was great to catch up with former professors,
and I appreciated the chance to meet new faculty
members who have arrived since I graduated.
The students were welcoming and eager to hear
about opportunities in software development and
quantitative finance . It was a lot of fun, and I
thank UMM for the opportunity."
Ulrich earned majors in physics and
computer science, and a mathematics minor
from UMM. He holds a master of science in
physics from the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign. Ulrich and his family make their
home in Waconia.
Privately funded with gifts from alumni ,
faculty, staff, and Latterell friends and family,
the Joseph J. Latterell Memorial Visiting
Alumnus Program provides annual grants to
disciplines within the UMM Division of Science
Ulrich '95 visited with former physics professors and met new physics faculty
who joined UMM since his graduation. From left: Sylke Boyd, Ulrich, Gordon and Mathematics to invite alumni to campus to
McIntosh, Michael Korth, Division of Science and Mathematics chair. Physics serve as resource persons for students
and faculty .
professors not pictured: Kristin Kearns, Len Keeler

On January 31 and February 1, 2008, Jeff Ulrich ' 95 ,
returned to campus to share his post-UMM story as the 200708 Latterell Visiting Alumnus . Using his educational path and
career history as an example, he demonstrated how the liberal
arts experience, quantitative skills, and a sound background in
software can lead to many different career opportunities.
During Ulrich ' s presentation, "From molecular dynamics to
hedge fund mathematics: the career of a UMiyi physics graduate,"
the senior software engineer at EBF & Associates spoke in length
about his position with the Minneapolis-based hedge fund and the
development of trading systems for complex financial vehicles
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Research completed and communication initiative underway
In summer 2007, UMM engaged Lipman Hearne, a
Chicago-based marketing communications firm , as its partner
in an institutional branding initiative. The project's goal is
to communicate the UMM story and value in an authentic, ·
compelling way to diverse audiences . As identified in UMM' s
strategic plan, the initiative is important for continued student
recruitment and retention success, and institutional advancement.
The project is divided into three phases. UMM's first broad
market research in its 48-year history was conducted during phase
one. Lipman Hearne coll ected data from prospective students and
their parents, current students, facu lty, staff, alumni , and donors.
More than l ,100 alumni completed a Web-based survey, an
excell ent response rate according to Lipman Hearne. Data analysis
also reveals high alumni engagement. Alumni (96 percent) are
overwhelmingly satisfied with their UMM experience. Eightynine per.cent express pride in UMM, appreciate the value of their
degree, and view their degree as a smart investment. Areas of
opportunity and improvement are also identified in the findings.
A key UMM strength uncovered in the research was a
deep sense of place: the on-campus experience ~ the college
experience. Respondents reported that UMM is accepting,
tolerant, and welcoming- attracting diversity in all forms.
UMM ' s excellent, dedicated, engaged facu lty were mentioned
repeatedly in the data as were smart, hard-working, curious
students. Participants noted that UMM's commitment to green
initiatives conveys a progressive, pioneering spirit.

During phase two, key
messages will be developed
that vividly and consistently
tell UMM's story and convey
its value. We hope that
alumni , students, facu lty,
staff, parents, and commun ity
members will fee l a sense of
pride and connection through
UMM's communi cation
Mahoney and Mack
themes and messages. Our
efforts will help prospective
students know if UMM is a good fit and, if so, make UMM their
co llege choice. An overall marketing plan for the campus should
be completed by March 2008.
Phase three involves the development of creative executions
such as a new logo, a redesign of Profile, a new look for UMM ' s
Web site, and new admissions materials, just to name a few . The
final phase wiU be implemented over the next one to two years.
Thank you to everyone who participated in the constituency
research . Your feedback is instrumental in advancing UMM.
Please watch for more updates in Profile and £-Express. If you
have questions or wou ld like more information, please contact
Christine Mahoney, director of communications, at
1nahoneyc@morris .umn. edu or 320-5 8_9-6398.
- Christine Mahoney, director of commun ications

Environmental studies major available next fall
Beginning fall 2008, environmental studies will be added to
the majors offered at UMM. The new interdisciplinary major wi ll
draw heavily from existing courses, states Peter Wyckoff, associate
professor of biology and coordinator of the major, and new courses
have been developed in the social sciences, humanities, and sciences.
Environmental studies majors wi ll engage in core courses such
as Environmental Problems and Policy, Environmental Biology,
and The Enviromnental Imagination, an English course. Students
will also select electives from a broad list including Global Change
Ecology, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics, GIS and
Remote Sensing, and Environmental Political Theory.
The major will require an internship or research experience,
perhaps with UMM research and educational partners such as the
West Central Research and Outreach Center, the USDA- ARS
North Central Soil Conservation Research Lab, or the U.S. Fish and
Wi ldlife Service-Morris Wetlands Management District.
Katherine Beyer '05 earned an environmental studies area of
concentration during her UMM career. She serves as committee
administrator in Agriculture, Rural Economies, and Veterans Affairs
Finance and Policy for the Minnesota House of Representatives
and formerly served in the State Attorney General's Office.
Beyer identifies several benefits of the interdisciplinary nature of
environmental studies. "I think there is a lot to be said about a major
that allows for as much versati lity as environmental studies. The
combination of political science, biology, geology, and English
courses has prepared me for a variety of jobs," shares Beyer. I am

currently in the public policy sector, and I know others who have
more technical positions."
·
Troy Goodnough, campus sustainabi lity coordinator, notes that
the new major is another demonstration ofUMM's commitment
to sustainability through physical and educational transformation.
He states: "Examining bow our actions impact the world requires
a unique combination of courses. This interdisciplinary major wi ll
provide graduates with the knowledge and skills that they need to
address some of the difficult issues we face now and in the future.
This new major is a great example of how a liberal arts education
prepares future graduates to be engaged and educated citizens."
Campus facilities will also be an advantage to students pursuing
an environmental studies major. "When our wind power is combined
with the biomass faci lity, campus greenhouse gas emissions
from heating, cooling, and electricity wi ll have been reduced by
80 percent," notes Wyckoff. The new Green Prairie Comm unity
residence hall wi ll also provide learning and living opportunities.
Based on experiences as a student and as a public servant, Beyer
believes that UMM is uniquely situated to be a leader in environmental
studies. "Environmental awareness and the focus on renewable energy
have increased dramatically in recent years," she states. "Morris
is a perfect place to study the need, the implications, the policy,
and the economics of these issues. Not only does this program
showcase some of the best professors on campus and allows students
to explore several disciplines, they wi ll be doing so at a school that is
dedicated to being green and in the heart of rural Minnesota."
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Professor of Biology David Hoppe to "change careers"
this spring after 33 years at the University of Minnesota, Morris
One might say that David Hoppe, professor of biology, heard and nonmajors has been a "pleasure" he shares. A class like
Wildlife Biology interests a variety of students from elementary
his scholarly calling-figuratively and literally- deep within
Itasca State Park. The diverse calls and croaks of a multitude of
education to English majors. He has also worked closely with
frogs intrigued him, as did the fact that few scientists in the 1970s many UMM students as they designed their own majors, creating
concentrations, for example, in wildlife biology or
were studying amphibians. So the zoologist redirected his focus
from mammalogy to herpetology. This spring, Hoppe retires from environmental science.
In 1995, the discovery of a junior high science class on a
UMM after serving the campus for 33 years, and once again he
will make a vocational adjustment as he pursues a new course
field trip in southern Minnesota dramatically impacted Hoppe's
professional and personal life. The students
in his longtime biology
found hundreds of deformed frogs , and Hoppe
career.
was recruited to document and investigate. The
Born with a love
following year, deformed frogs were reported
for creatures, Hoppe
in 54 of Minnesota' s 87 counties. Uncovering
was "one of those kids
significant numbers of deformed frogs and sites,
always bringing home
coupled with an unexplained cause, generated
frogs and snakes and
lizards." He remembers
considerable attention from the media and from
trading arrowheads,
granting agencies. Hoppe and his research
associates received major funding from the
perhaps valuable today,
for two homed lizards
Minnesota Legislature, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the Minnesota Pollution
that a young man from
Control Agency to conduct populations surveys
Texas brought to the
in locations throughout Minnesota.
1956 National Boy Scout
"It was disgusting research," recalls Hoppe.
Jamboree in Valley
"To see all the mayhem, the missing eyes and
Forge, Pennsylvania.
extra legs, it was repulsive. The ' bandwagon'
Hoppe comments: "Only
and the publicity were hard to adjust to, as
a budding herpetologist
well," he reflects, "but the attention was good
could think that was a
in the long run . We educated the general
good deal, given that the
lizards only lasted a few
public about environmental issues like water
months and some guy in
quality. The research dollars also provided an
Texas still has those nice
opportunity to study the natural history of frogs
Hoppe holds a White's treefrog, native to Australia and their distributions. Natural history is often
arrowheads!"
Hoppe graduated
from the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities in 1964 with a
bachelor of arts and in 1968 with a master of science, both in
zoology. He began his career teaching cell biology at Mayville
State College in Mayville, North Dakota. "In the 1960s," notes
Hoppe, "biology was all about cells." But a summer fellowship at
Itasca State Park in 1972 changed his focus . "All the class work
that summer was out in the field," remembers Hoppe, "and we
would hear the frogs . No one could identify them, not even the
faculty. "
In 1973, Hoppe began a Colorado State University doctorate
program in zoology studying mammals, but he soon switched to
"herps," reptiles and amphibians. A faculty member suggested
he explore color variations. Why are they advantageous? Why
are some populations the same and some different? What's
the evolutionary significance to color? What 's the behavioral
significance of color? Those questions and those subjects became
the foundation of his research.
Hoppe began his UMM career in 1975. He teaches Wildlife
Biology, Principles of Biology, Genetics, Vertebrate Natural
History, and of course, Herpetology. Teaching both majors

not so well funded. "
Official data collection for deformed frog research concluded in
2000, but Hoppe ' s impression is that statewide detection of frog
deformities has decreased. "Hotspots" of 10 percent deformities
in a population are occasionally reported. That compares to 2080 percent in the 1990s when he received dozens of phone calls
per week from citizens reporting deformed frogs. "But," notes
Hoppe, "with no scientists studying deformed frogs any more,
we really don't know how today' s prevalence compares to the
1990s." No cause for all the deformity types or all the hotspots
has yet been determined, nor have humans or other vertebrates
apparently been impacted in the manner of these frogs.
Hoppe considers his decision to depart from teaching as a
career change rather than full retirement. He will be using his
expertise as an ecological consultant serving lake associations
and their legal representatives in issues related to lake quality
preservation and shoreline development.
And, he says, "Like all retired professors, I have that book
to write."
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Laurel Degernes '76: scholar,
practitioner, and teacher
in the field of wild avian medicine
When Laurel Degemes '76 left Morris on a biology field
trip, her interest in wildlife was broad and far ranging. But during
that spring break excursion, Ellen Ordway and Robinson Abbott,
professors of biology, now retired, introduced her to serious
bird watching, and the remarkably diverse waterfowl and shore
birds of the Florida coast captured her heart. In time, Degernes'
passion for feathered creatures emerged as a calling to avian
medicine-as scholar, practitioner, and teacher.
After earning a biology degree, Degernes first considered
a wildlife biology graduate program, but decided to attend
veterinary school. She graduated in 1981 from the University
of Minnesota and practiced large and small animal care for four
years . During that time, she remembers, "It became pretty clear
that I hadn't found the right fit. " She was drawn to an internship
in raptor medicine and surgery at The Raptor Center at the
University of Minnesota. Within a week, she knew : " It fit." After
completing the one-year internship, she accepted a Raptor Center
staff position.
"In the early 1980s, avian medicine as a discipline was in
its infancy," reflects Degernes. "During vet school , I had one
lecture and one lab about birds not related to poultry. The Raptor
Center was an opportunity for on-the-job learning. It is a unique
setting with veterinarians from all over the world, all with clinical
responsibilities, who are also teaching and researching. "
In 1990, Degemes decided to "round out" her training in a
two-year residency program in exotic and wild avian medicine at
North Carolina State University (NCSU). "At the Raptor Center,
we treated predominately trauma, performing orthopedic and soft
tissue surgery," she shares, "but treating wild birds can range
from injury to toxicology to infectious disease. Pet birds more
often require treatment for infectious disease . And all species
require husbandry knowledge." The NCSU residency expanded
clinical skills and scholarly pursuits, and also unveiled an interest
that came as a great surprise to Degernes.

"I didn't anticipate staying in academia," she recalls, "but
the longer I was in residency, the more I wanted to stay. Finally,
I could see myself in a place 10 years out. It is the perfect job
for me. The clinical teaching is so gratifying, in small group
settings, in teaching labs, and one on one. I love the variety,
the combination of responsibilities and the applied research."
Degemes, an associate NCSU professor, teaches companion and
wild avian medicine, surgery, and epidemiology. She completed
a master of public health at the University of North Carolina in
2005 .
Degernes' research involves avian critical care management
and surgery, and epidemiological investigation of companion
and wild avian diseases. She studies factors that affect the
health and illness of wild bird populations and pet birds such
as parakeets and parrots. Two topics she has examined in depth
are lead poisoning in waterfowl and the long-term impact of the
1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska. She reports good news
concerning both.
"The 1991 nationwide lead shot ban, as well as good
education and conservation, has worked. There is still an ongoing
problem with access to lead, but the transition to nontoxic shot
and tackle has minimized the loss of magnificent birds like loons
and swans. And liver biopsies conducted on bird populations in
Prince Williams Sound do not indicate direct, on-going negative
impact," she shares.
"We often go about our daily lives not thinking about how
our lives are intertwined with other living creatures," reflects
Degernes. "Because health issues experienced by birds and
other animals could potentially impact people as well, it is our
responsibility to investigate."
Today, notes Degernes, versatility characterizes a veterinary
medical degree. "After you 've received your basic training,
there are many diverse jobs and opportunities to pursue," she
says. "My path led to avian medicine and higher education, but
veterinarians also conduct important work in epidemiology,
business, research, government, academia, and small and large
animal care, as well."
Photo above: Degernes and students at North Carolina State
University examine a red tailed hawk. Below: Degernes in Prince
Williams Sound, Alaska, examining a pigeon guillemot.
Photo credit: North Carolina State University
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Field studies in Kenya inspire Kurpiers '07
Laura Kurpiers '07, St. James, can ' t explain her longtime
attraction to Africa or her lifelong interest in animals, but together
the two personality traits shaped a study abroad experience that
challenged expectations and broadened understanding. She
traveled to Kenya to observe the splendor of the African savannah
and to learn about wildlife management. She returned enriched by
the people of Kenya and inspired by profound interconnections
between people, animals, and land.

water and pasture.
Today, 89 percent of
the communities in
the Tsavo-Amboseli
ecosystem practice
both agriculture
and pastoralism. As
increasing numbers
of humans stay
in one location to
graze herds or raise
crops, "overgrazing,
erosion, and
rangeland
degradation can
occur," Kurpiers
explains. "And there
is not enough land
avai lable to adhere
to the traditional
pastoralist lifestyle."

Sustainable cohabitation of humans and wildlife
During spring semester 2007, Kurpiers lived "in the middle
of the bush," near the small town ofKimana by the Tanzania
border. During field studies, she collected research data to inform
sustainable cohabitation of humans and wildlife, and to maintain
the integrity of the regional ecosystem. She investigated the
distribution of animals and people by conducting large mammal
and bird population counts in and around national parks for the
Kenya Wildlife Service and used global positioning satellites
(GPS) to map human settlements and wildlife locations.
"I exp lored how human activities and structures affect the
spatial distribution of wildlife," shares Kurpiers . "Maps created
Kurpiers and termite mound
from the data indicate that wi ldlife movement is becoming
blocked by clusters of human settlements. And wildlife access to
Possible solutions
water is also restricted due to settlements."
As the final step of her project, Kurpiers formulated possible
Much ofKurpiers' research focused on the Mbirikani Group
solutions for problems identified. "I suggested that in order to
Ranch, a critical area for wildlife to disperse between Amboseli
maintain Mbirikani Group Ranch as a viable wildlife dispersal
and Tsavo National Parks. In Kenya, animals are protected both
area, the ranch had to be opened up to allow movement of the
inside and outside of the nation 's parks and reserves, a practice
animals. I proposed one specific area be reserved as a protected
wildlife sanctuary because it has good access to water without
that strongly impacts the livelihoods of the people who live in the
much human settlement yet. I also presented ecotourism ideas as
area. Because most of the national parks are too small to maintain
viable populations, Kurpiers
opportunities for local people to benefit from the area's
observes, more wildlife can be
wildlife. Community-run sanctuaries are beneficial for
found outside rather than inside of
the people as well as the wildlife. If the community
protected areas.
benefits from wildlife, they will be more likely to
"The communities between the
conserve it. The long-term survival of many species
two parks suffer the cost of wildlife
in Africa depends upon community participation and
conservation through the loss of
involvement in conservation."
farm land, crops, livestock, and
human death and injury," shares
Beauty-in place and people
Kurpiers. "People live in fear.
Kurpiers ' field work took her to Amboseli
One elephant can destroy an entire
National Park, Maasai Mara National Reserve, Nairobi
Impala photographed by Kurpiers National Park, Tsavo West National Park, and the
year's crop in one night." Livestock
are also at risk by carnivores such
Chyulu Hills National Park. While her research
as lions and hyenas. Kurpiers
focused on the conflict between humans and animals,
interviewed people about the lack of compensation and collected
Kurpiers' lasting impression of Kenya is of beauty- of place and
figures on income lost annually. In this area, more than 40 percent
of people.
of farmers experience loss due to wildlife, yet only 19 percent of
"It is very hard to describe Africa," she reflects. "The
farmers and three percent of herders have ever been compensated
smells and the sounds are wonderful. The sunsets, falling asleep
for damage caused by wildlife.
at night to hyenas whooping. And the stars are brilliant. The
"So basically," states Kurpiers, "the people have to put up
insect diversity and seeing the wildlife in the wild- cheetahs,
with animals on their land and cannot do anything about it. They
leopard, lions, elephants, impala, wildebeest, lesser kudu, vervet
do not get compensated, even though the animals bring in a lot of
monkeys- is amazing. Acacia trees and open land as far as the
tourist money. " In 2005, tourism in Kenya had an annual revenue
eye can see dotted with zebra, giraffe, and gazelle-I've never
of$6.9 billion. The animals impact humans, and the reverse is
seen anything more beautiful than the African savannah with
true, as well. Historically, the people of the area, the Maasai, have
Mount Kilimanjaro as a backdrop."
been pastoral nomads, moving their flocks from place to place for
(Continued on page 11)
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Horses and dairy cattle: focus of Bramel's veterinarian career
By the time he finished junior high, veterinary medicine topped
Gary Bramel's short list of future occupational fields . Growing
up on a farm near Worthington, he witnessed Dr. Kem Schwartz,
the local veterinarian, caring for his family's animals. Schwartz's
knowledge, kindness, and even-tempered nature inspired Bramel's
decision to become a veterinarian, and UMM provided the
academic preparation to make his career goals possible.
A 1987 graduate of the University of Minnesota College
of Veterinary Medicine, Bramel is one of seven partners in a
nine-person practice. Tri-Vet Associates is a mixed species
practice, and Bramel works mainly with cattle and horses. He
practices in Iowa's Dubuque County, located in the northeast
comer of the state along the Mississippi River. "There is a rich
livestock tradition on these Iowa farms, much like Stearns County
in Minnesota," he says. "My specialty is dairy productionnutrition, milk quality, reproduction, and young stock health."
According to the U.S . Department of Labor, only 25 percent
of the 62,000 veterinarians in the United States work in mixed
animal practices, and of that figure, only a small percentage
exclusively work with large animals. Bramel notes that large
animal veterinarians are often physically more at risk than other
vets. "I have had minor injuries working with animals over the
years, but I've always recovered," he shares. "Animal restraint
has been an issue, but farmers are building better facilities ."
While Bramel' s workdays are sometimes "long and
unpredictable," and attending to emergencies can be demanding,
providing preventive healthcare and medical treatment to h~s
animal patients always elicits satisfaction. Observing the impact
of his work on their owners is also rewarding. "My greatest
professional joy comes from helping a family dairy find success
and flourish in the dairy industry," Bramel states.
The 1982 UMM graduate, a chemistry major, believes his
UMM experience provided the educational groundwork needed
to succeed in a rigorous veterinary medicine program, in a

Bramel '87 practices large animal veterinary medicine.
challenging profession, and in his personal life. "UMM has given
me the foundation for all the problem solving I do professionally
and in my private life," he affirms. "My UMM science
background gave me a solid foundation for veterinary college,
and I will always owe a debt of gratitude to the late Joe Latterell,
professor of chemistry, for helping me with the application
process. My undergrad experience not only influenced my career
but gave me a life long amateur interest in cosmology and other
scientific topics."
Bramel, wife Jodie Layman Bramel, and sons Alec (15), and
Christopher (9) make their home on a farm near Holy Cross, Iowa.
Jodie attended UMM from 1980 until 1982, graduating from the
Twin Cities campus in agricultural business administration in 1985.

(Kurpiers continued from page 10)
in dirt and sweat, but Kurpiers says that the hardest part of her-She continues: "But most of all, I enjoyed interacting with
experience
was leaving. "During my time in Kenya, I realized
local community members. I went to Kenya for the animals, but
just
how
critical
the environmental situations are there, and how
the people had the biggest impact on me. Kenyans are extremely
urgently
something
needs to be done to ensure the survival of
friendly. Although they have little-to-nothing, they will help
many
species.
Kenya
empowered me and gave me confidence. I
anyone and give everything they have to someone who needs help.
can
make
a
difference
."
The Maasai do not ask for much besides the necessities to survive.
Kurpiers completed her biology degree in December 2007.
They are welcoming and honest. When I'd interview them , they
Her long-term plans include a graduate program in wildlife
were so hopeful. They asked ifI was going to help them . It was
management, but first she will be returning
hard trying to tell them that one day the data
to Kenya. She recently accepted a position
would help yet knowing they wouldn't see
with the Living with Lions "Lion Guardians"
immediate results. Because of the Kenyans,
program . Her responsibilities will include
I really began to understand that long-term
aiding communities in avoiding livestock
wildlife conservation is dependent upon
loss by radio monitoring and traditional
community involvement and participation,
tracking of lions and other carnivores,
and it is possible for people to have an
and encouraging Maasai warriors to adopt
improved lifestyle by gaining benefits
conservation practices. The program 's
through conservation."
goal is to reduce the conflict between lions
It wasn ' t easy hiking 15 miles per day
and people, and reverse the decline in lion
through the bush, with bugs and poisonous
Elephant photographed by Kurpiers
numbers.
snakes, in 100-degree temperatures, covered
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Rhatigan '97 fundraises for a worthy cause
Animal aficionada Shannon Rhatigan '97 reports with a smile that never during
her six-year zoo career has she picked up a shovel! She's not a zookeeper or a trainer,
a veterinarian or a zoologist, but her position is integral to a zoo's vision, mission, and
success. As a professional fundraiser, she shares the zoo's stories, compelling tales of
animals and the people who care for them, with benefactors and supporters. Rhatigan ' s
English major is indispensable, and a biology minor is the perfect complement.
Rhatigan's first fundraising position, arranged by a temp agency, blossomed into a
career at the Columbus Zoo in Powell, Ohio. The development director identified talents
for the profession, and Rhatigan recognized a calling. "I love having a job that aligns so
closely with my love of animals and my conservation ethic," she states. "I love knowing
that my job makes a difference."
For the past two years, Rhatigan has served the Minnesota Zoo Foundation in Apple
Valley. She began as development associate of corporate and foundation relations,
writing grant proposals and giving tours to potential donors . She shares: "My first
major assignment was to help organize the first year of Ride 'N Roar, a motorcycle ride
fundraiser for a conservation fund. Employees who volunteered their time off the clock
did much of the work. I have great coworkers! "
In January 2008, the Foundation promoted Rhatigan to annual fund manager. In
her new role, she's responsible for securing annual gifts from individuals through the
animal sponsorship program, the Friends
of the Minnesota Zoo program, and various
direct mail appeals. She continues to
coordinate the Foundation' s contributions
to ZooTracks , the membership newsletter
for which she writes donor profiles.
"My English major helps with
numerous communication responsibilities,
and a biology background helps me
explain concepts to donors and gives me
credibility with coworkers, including those
that work with the animals. Many of my
Foundation colleagues come from arts
backgrounds, so they often look to me
for answers to science-related questions.
I'm grateful for everything I learned from
Professor Van Gooch! "
Rhatigan's position is challengingsignificant fundraising goals and more
work than time-but it is the perfect match
for her. "I truly believe that the Minnesota
Rhatigan holds an armadillo at the
Zoo is a worthy donor investment," she
Minnesota Zoo, Photo by Sharon Snyder
shares. "Most Minnesotans wouldn't
otherwise have the experience of being
up close to animals from all over the world. People feel a connection and, therefore, are
more likely to protect wildlife and habitats," Rhatigan states.
"In addition," she continues, "any zoo accredited by the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums has evolved far beyond being just a cool place to see animals. We work
with other zoos and conservation organizations to protect animals and habitats, and to
teach people why those efforts are critical. Every time a species or habitat is wiped out,
we could lose a cancer cure or a biological control for a pest species or disease. Many
species need zoos to give them a chance for long-term survival. Today, Asian wild
horses roam free in Mongolia and Mexican wolves run wild in Arizona, descendants
of animals born at the Minnesota Zoo. Both species were extinct in the wild before reintroduction by zoo-led efforts."
Rhatigan makes her home in Cottage Grove. She welcomes e-mail at
Shannon.Rhatigan@mnzoo.org or yobosayo l @hotmail.com.
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Kringle, Rocky the sea otter, coworkers
Robin and Lynn (left) in the background

Kringle '00 shares a
love for learning at
the Minnesota Zoo
Tristi Kringle '00, Cottage Grove,
never tires of watching animals. It makes
her position as interpretive naturalist and
interpretive guide at the Minnesota Zoo
"invigorating" each and every day .. .and
many nights, as well. She presents the
Aquatic Encounter Overnight and Dolphin
Dark to Dawn educational programs to
school groups, scout troops, and families
who "sleep over" at the zoo to "snore with
the sharks and dream with the dolphins."
A self-described easy-going person,
Kringle relates well to both the young and
the young-at-heart. She delights in sharing
with others her love for learning about
animals.
Kringle's daytime responsibilities
include driving the monorail and
interpreting facts to guests about the
animals living on the zoo's Northern Trail.
Several of the trail's residents represent
endangered species such as the Amur
(Siberian) Tiger, the Bactrian camel, and
the woodland caribou. During the summer,
she teaches Zoo Camp for toddlers
through 12th grade students, a 20-year
tradition at the Minnesota Zoo.
(Continued next page)
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(Continued from page 12)
In addition to her educational
responsibilities, Kringle is temporarily
caring for two orphaned Alaskan sea otters
that came to the Minnesota Zoo via the
Alaska Sealife Center.
"They required 24/7 care which
includes feeding every four hours,
teaching them to groom, and general
cleaning of their holding area and
food bins," reports Kringle. "It's been
physically and emotionally demanding.
When unhappy, they scream very loudly,
and emptying their swim tubs and play
areas is challenging. But you don't realize
how attached you'll get when you've had
a hand in raising them. They are truly
babies in every sense of the word."
Kringle, a biology major, began
exploring animal related occupations
early in her high school career. After
an internship at the Wildlife Science
Center in Forest Lake, she applied at the
Minnesota Zoo and worked in the Guest
Services Department for more than 11
years. She completed a marine mammal
internship in 1999 as part of her UMM
undergraduate program, and began her
position in the zoo's education department
in 2001.
Currently, Kringle is pursing a master
of arts in education at Hamline University,
gathering more "tools for teaching" about
animals and their habitats. She says:
"Telling excited children about the cool
things animals do is so satisfying."

An internship at the Great Plains Zoo:
all that Goettsch '08 imagined and more
Early morning risings, long days
stacking hay bales, weeding, staining
sheds, painting exhibits-not too
many people would describe this list
as enjoyable. To Kira Goettsch ' 08 ,
Brooklyn Center, it marks a wonderful
beginning of a dream coming true. As an
intern last summer at the Great Plains Zoo
and Delbridge Museum in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, she learned about being a
zoo keeper. The many hours of non-animal
related tasks surprised her, but caring for
the animals was all Goettsch expected and
more. Her face glows as she tells about
Isis the African leopard and Smokey the
grizzly bear and Sparkle the springhaas.
" If you spend time around animals,
you see their individual personalities,"
says Goettsch. "And they have so much
Goettsch and Sparkle the African
personality! "
springhaas at the Sioux Falls zoo
In addition to routine upkeep,
cleaning, and feeding, Goettsch also
helped with "enrichment." Curious animals get bored easily, so zookeepers invent food
motivated activities. Frozen buckets of food provide entertainment for grizzly bears,
and treat-filled balls hidden along the catwalk get the big cats moving. "One of my
favorite memories is of Baby Boy, a cheetah," shares Goettsch. "We made piftatas and
filled them with treats. When Baby Boy emptied his piftata, it got stuck on his head. It
was hilarious."
Goettsch also gave "keeper talks" to zoo visitors. It wasn't her favorite taskshe doesn't consider herself a public speaker-but she embraced the opportunity.
"Educating people is central to the purpose of a zoo . If people learn about the animals
and see them, they begin to respect and appreciate them ."
Although still a fledgling in the field, Goettsch, a biology
major, has found a balance between the beauty and the stark
reality of animals. "These are wild animals with basic instincts,"
she shares. "One needs to be smart and careful. A zoo exposes the
entire li fe circle. For example, a snake is not a herbivore ; it needs
to be healthy. Bunnies and chicks are part of its diet. Yet, zoo
animals cannot be re leased into the wild . Most of them were born
in captivity and are dependent on humans ."
For a brief time in fifth grade, remembers Goettsch, she
wanted to be president of the United States. The entire rest of her
life she has dreamed of working with animals . An internshipunpaid- confirmed that early calling. "Animals have always been
a part of my family ' s life," shares Goettsch. "My parents were a
great influence. I received a Minnesota Zoo membership for my
birthday one year, and I just about lived there. Working at the
Minnesota Zoo would be the perfect job."
Until then , Goettsch will be sustained by "awesome"
memories of a cheetah with a pifiata hat, of hungry bears and
sticky peanut butter, and of the throaty rumbling of happy,
satisfied tigers .
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Erickson in the field. Photo by Kevin Eilbeck Photography

Erickson '83 oversees salmon
research in majestic Alaska
In an elevator shaft between floors in the west wing of
Science, Jack Erickson '83 scrawled a prediction of sorts. In the
tradition ofUMMers of that era, he wrote his name and the topic
of his senior seminar-salmon- on the hidden w II. Always
an animal enthusiast, he doesn 't remember what sparked the
fascination, but much of his 25-year career has been devoted to
salmon and trout and their habitats. In August 2007, he embarked
on a new opportunity to study, to steward, and to advocate for
his longtime passion as south central regional fisheries research
coordinator with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
Erickson' s key areas ofresponsibilities are the spoi:t
fisheries of Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, Bristol Bay,
the Alaska Peninsula, and Kodiak Island, but the research he
oversees impacts a range of interconnected socio-economic and
environment areas . The commercial fishing industry, as well as
significant numbers of families relying on subsistence fishing, also
directly benefit. Erickson facilitates and coordinates numerous
collaborations. For example, his department and the Division of
Commercial Fisheries conduct hydroacoustic and radio-telemetry
studies to quantify the size and timing of returning salmon
populations, as well as genetic studies to identify unique genetic
markers for salmon stocks. Erickson also coordinates research
projects with the University of Alaska, and serves as a liaison to
federal funding agencies. In sum, Erickson states, he "lives and
works on the edge of new ideas and interesting issues."
Erickson 's job could never be described as typical "9-5 ."
One day, dressed in polished shoes, suit, and tie, he meets with
politicians and regulatory boards. The next day, clad in chest-high
waders, a firearm strapped to his back in case of bear encounters,
he wades through salmon laden streams. "Those days are long,"
he reports," but we need to work in the field when the resource
is there to be studied." Presentations and meetings often fill his
evenings, but he says, "I enjoy it all ."
The mathematics underlying his work satisfies Erickson as
well. "I was a biology major, but attending UMM also allowed
me to study math," shares Erickson. "I liked math so much, I used
it as my foreign language requirement, and two ofmy advanced

degrees are in math areas. Using statistical models, fish populations can
be analyzed analytically. For example, the King Salmon spend one to five
years in the ocean. Based on angling, netting, and harvest surveys, :we
predict the population available for harvest to set quotas and seasons."
Often, when immersed in a project, memories of Professor of
Biology Van Gooch come to Erickson 's mind. "Gooch emphasized
objective interpretation," recalls Erickson. "He said ' keep it simple,'
and that's what I practice. I appreciate his efforts teaching us to think
for ourselves rather than to memorize answers. UMM develops strong
analytical reasoning skills, a necessity in this field. It is a great place to
prepare for a wildlife career. Students considering this field should get
a hold of me to learn what it is about, and what it is not about. And I
encourage students to inquire about internships."
Before moving to Alaska, Erickson worked for the South Dakota
Depaftmento f Game, Fish, and Parks for fifteen years. He served as an
adjunct professo~ at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,
and as a membei of the Missouri River Restoration and Recovery
Committee addressing issues involving threatened and endangered
species. His experience with fisheries also includes employment with
environmental management firms in California.
Erickson, a native of Morris, received a doctorate in atmospheric,
environment, and water resources in 2005 and a master of science
in civil engineerlng in 2001 from the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, a master of biology in 1991 from the University of
Minnesota, Duluth, and completed graduate studies in biomathematics
at the Universi of Washington, Seattle. He is the author of numerous
scientific articles and reports. Erickson encourages classmates to drop
·
him a line at jacR:. erickson@alaska.gov.

l

Hennessey '05
Mall of Ameri,

internship through the Ass<
and Aquariums. "My Maui
internship and then emplo)
was a fantastic experience,
marine park features Hawa
including green sea turtles,
tropical fish, and whale wa
She loved her job in H
and friends drew Hennesse
mainland. She promptly fo
at Underwater Adventures.
Buffalo native Beka Hennessey '05 sets
goals and then sets about checking them off.
Graduate from UMM--check. Live in another
state--check. Work with se_a animals--check.
Choose a graduate program ... well, that
objective has been delayed. After working
at the Maui Ocean Center and the Mall of
America's Underwater Adventures, several
fields of advanced study interest Hennessey.
Eventually, she will decide which to pursue.
For now, she finds the role of educator
extremely satisfying.
After graduating with a psychology major
and a French minor, Hennessey secured an
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position involves much~ es:
it has uncovered a new Ji as
"As team lead fort e l
Department," she shares. ":
their schools or at the aqua
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aquarium's story tellers. I r
myself teaching, but it is d(
part of my job. I love the ai
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Fascination for creatures draws Jeselson '91
to new places and new opportunities
Karla Jeselson '9 1 remembers the precise moment in which her life 's work became
apparent: her first visit to the Minnesota Zoo in 1977. Her career choice to work with
animals did not come as a surprise to her family. With an outdoor educator father and
grandparents who were farmers , she was introduced to a variety of animals during her
growing up years in Red Wing. And if she wasn't caring for her dogs, guinea pigs, ducks,
and lizards, she was reading about animals . A wondrous fascination and a "deep desire to
do right by the animals" directed college and career decisions, and continue to influence and
enrich her life.
After graduating from UMM, Jeselson, a biology major, enrolled in the Zoo Animal
Technology program at Santa Fe Community College in Gainesville, Florida. "UMM gave
me the benefit of a liberal arts education that was global in scope," reflects Jeselson . "At Sante
Fe, the education focused specifically on animal care and the business of working in a zoo or
aquarium. When you merge the two, I was very prepared to go forward in my life and career."
While qualified to work with all types of animals, Jeselson was drawn to the marine
world. She began her career as a trainee at Sea World in San Antonio where she learned
Jeselson and koala during zookeepers aquarium basics and diving skills, and developed a deep appreciation for sea creatures.
meeting in Queensland, Australia
In 1995, Jeselson moved back to Florida to work on the team that opened the Florida
Aquarium. She served as a biologist in the coral reef department for more than IO years.
Many duties were performed underwater: public programs, exhibit maintenance, and collection of specimens-a perk because she loves
to dive but also a quandary. "I helped collect most of the native fish and other animals that we exhibited," shares Jeselson. "There is a real
moral dilemma in taking that fish from the coral reef, but once you've made that decision, you better give it the best care possible- the best
diet, vet care, and environment."
During her aquarium tenure, a large sand tiger shark developed a spinal curvature: Jeselson participated in a research project to determine
the cause. "We narrowed possible causes down to a few options, one of which was rapid growth in young animals," shares Jeselson. "The
skeletal structure couldn't support the weight. The shark's
condition was similar to skeletal problems that develop in large
breed dogs that grow too fast." Jeselson presented the research
at the National Conference of the American Zoos and Aquarium
Association.
e Association of Zoos
Classroom outreach can be physically
Two years ago, Jeselson moved to the Winston-Salem area
Maui Ocean Center
exhausting-loading and unloading exhibits,
of North Carolina. Once there, it didn't take her long to reconnect
mployment as an aquarist
artifacts, and animals, but Hennessey reports
with animals . "I had such a positive experience working with my
ience," she shares. The
that it is extremely rewarding. "It's totally
volunteers in Florida, that after moving I looked for ways to give
!Hawaiian marine life
worth it, because education is so important and
back to my new community." Jeselson began volunteering at a
f.11es, sharks, rays,
so fun" she says. "I love seeing people enjoy
science museum, SciWorks, as an exhibit interpreter. Her love for
[l~ watching.
what I'm teaching them or what they're seeing
animals soon found her volunteering in the animal care department,
pin Hawaii, but family
at the aquarium. Especially kids. I remember
where recently she accepted a professional position.
messey back to the
seeing a little girl excitedly pointing at
Jeselson's passion for her new work is unmistakable. " At a
tly found employment
everything in the aquarium and then shouting,
time when school districts are cutting field trips and museum visits,
tures. The facility brings
'This is the best day ever!' That made my
SciWorks provides those opportunities to area students free of
ta complete with beaches
day!"
charge. We give kids exposure to a variety ofleaming experiences,
fh~d sharks. Her new
Hennessey plans to check graduate
including animals. Science is crucial in our daily lives, and I hope
fht ess _animal contact, but school off her list as soon as she decides on a
that our guests leave with a new understanding and appreciation of
JI ass1on.
field. Early in her UMM career, Leslie Meek,
physics, astronomy, health, or whatever grabs their attention."
the Back of Gate
associate professor of psychology, introduced
With daughter Stephanie (9), Jeselson has "settled" in
her to the area of animal behavior. It was
es. "I teach students at
aquarium, and train new
Winston-Salem, but her interest in animals and love for learning
a perfect fit. "Part of me wants to continue
and 'aquaguides,' the
continue to draw her to new places and opportunities. "By working
on the path I've started and find an animal
.rs. I never really saw
in the zoo and aquarium industry, doors were opened to travel to
behavior program," reflects Hennessey, "but
t is definitely the favorite
incredible places around the world, like observing conservation
another part of me has found a new love for
the animals. I always
efforts in Kenya or SCUBA diving off the Australian coast," shares
conservation and education. Hopefully, I'll
about them. I get along
Jeselson. "Last fall, I traveled to Peru , the first week trekking to
decide soon. I'm anxious to start learning
teracting with guests
remote Andean villages with school supplies and food for the local
again!"
ffun."
Photo: Hennessey and sea turtle
people, and then a second entire week bird watching in the Amazon
jungle."

1

l

1os enjoys role of educator at the
jerica's Underwater Adventures
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Refsnider '99 studies "living fossils" as Fulbright Fellow
Fulbright Fellow
Jeanine Refsnider's
research experience could
serve as a storyline for
an episode of the popular
television program
Survivor. Picture
helicopters delivering
food to participants who
brave the elements on
an uninhabited island
teeming with reptiles
dating back to prehistoric
times. This was
Refsnider's reality as she
studied the tuatara 's real
life struggle for existence
off the coast of New
Zealand.
Influenced by her
father, an endangered
species biologist,
Refsnider has always been attracted to unusual animals. Rather
than dogs and cats, her list of childhood pets includes toads and
beetles and a fox snake she bought with her allowance in second
grade and enjoyed for 16 years. "I'd take him to library pet shows,
and he'd always win the prize for most unusual," she remembers.
"People were fascinated by a little girl carrying a pet snake."
At UMM, Refsnider majored in biology, graduating in 1999.
"UMM is one of few undergraduate schools to offer Herpetology,
taught by Dr. David Hoppe, and it was my favorite class," she
says. "I realized then that I could actually have a career studying
reptiles." In 2005, Refsnider completed a master of science in
conservation biology at the University of Minnesota. "UMM
has an excellent biology program with really great faculty,"
states Refsnider. "The coursework prepares students very well
for graduate school, and opportunities to work with faculty on
individual research projects like the Undergraduate Research
Opportunity Program and Morris Academic Partners really give
students an advantage."
During grad school, Refsnider met Charles Daugherty, the
world's foremost expert on tuatara conservation, at a herpetology
conference. When he invited her to work with his research group
in Wellington, she applied for a Fulbright Fellowship, sponsored
by the United States Department of State. She was honored to be
chosen from more than I 20 applicants who wished to conduct
advanced research in New Zealand.
Refsnider explains the significance oftuatara research:
"Tuatara are a relict species, a living fossil. They are from
an ancient group of reptiles that were around long before the
dinosaurs, so they provide insight into reptiles' early evolution
and are of very high conservation value. The ancient relatives of
tuatara couldn' t compete with mammals and died out millions
of years ago. Tuatara survived in New Zealand, because there
were no land mammals except for a couple bat species. But in
the early 1800s, introduction of more than one hundred species

of mammals by colonists
wreaked havoc on native
wildlife and habitat.
Mainly due to rats, tuatara
went extinct on the
mainland, but populations
survive on a few small
offshore islands.
Tuatara research is
of particular importance
because it demonstrates
temperature-dependent
sex determination: high
temperatures during
incubation produce males,
low temperatures produce
females . Over thousands
of years of evolution, this
mechanism has produced
fairly equal numbers
Refsnider and a hatchling tuatara of males and females.
But, as global climate
change progresses and environmental temperatures rise rapidly
in comparison to natural climate changes in the past, reptiles
like tuatara could be in serious trouble that could lead to rapid
population extinction. It is critical that we understand what makes
tuatara vulnerable and determine what needs to be done to protect
them."
Fiel~work in New Zealand, reports Refsnider, was
"fantastic," although she admits that others might describe her
experience as a nightmare rather than a dream opportunity. "It can
be incredibly frustrating when the animals refuse to cooperate,
and it can be difficult physically when the weather is very hot,
cold, wet, or windy, and you haven 't had a day off in weeks," she
reports. "But with patience, persistence, and a sense of humor, it
always pays off in the end."
Except for a helicopter delivering food and supplies,
Refsnider and a small group of fellow scientists spend four to
five weeks at a time isolated on a small, island in Cook Strait.
Tuataras are nocturnal, so most of their fieldwork occurred
between 9 p.m. and sunrise. When not collecting or organizing
data, they entertained themselves with fishing or abalone diving,
yoga sessions, relay races, and even their own film festival. "The
weeks on the island were the best part of my year and one half in
New Zealand," she reflects.
This fall, Refsnider began studying for a doctorate in ecology
and evolutionary biology at Iowa State University in Ames. Her
current research project involves investigating adaptations to
climate change across the geographic range of the painted turtle.
She also plans to return to New Zealand to compare tuatara
populations at the northern end of their range to the populations
she studied on the island in Cook Strait.
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The Argentine Ant: Menke's perfect study system
the best leads for developing new antibiotics are coming from
What is the allure? An intriguing creature
leaf cutter ants. The species cuts leaves to feed to fungi in their
or an intriguing question? The question,
nest, and the ants eat the fungi as its only food source. The ants
answers Sean Menke '99. Although fascinated by animals of
selectively grow the fungi they want and kill other kinds using
all shapes and sizes his entire life, his passion is a scientific
antibiotics they have developed and maintained potency for far
curiosity generated by the biology and ecology of an organism ...
longer than humans have been around ."
any organism . For his current research, an investigation of the
Menke ' s post-doctorate research at the University of North
intersection between invasion ecology and community ecology,
Carolina involves understanding why some animals and plants
the post-doctorate fellow at North Carolina State University
when introduced to a new location thrive to the point of harming
utilizes the tiny ant as a perfect study system.
Like many children, Menke dreamed of growing up to be a vet,
and altering native systems. "Ants are a perfect study system for
many of my questions because they are everywhere- across the
or a park ranger, or a zookeeper. Unlike many children, he set out
at a young age for experience. "I spent years as a Como Zoo docent
globe, abundant, economically important, and you don ' t need
in St. Paul," he shares. "I helped with a big cat show and assisted
permits to work on them. I am trying to answer two questions:
a falconer. I also voluriteered with the Minnesota Herpetological
Can we predict which species will be destructive invasive pests
Society. I continue to stay active with that group, where I have
and can we predict where they will spread? If we can answer
these questions, we can devise ways to prevent and control
made numerous friends and where I started to really be interested in
damaging species, plants like purple loosestrife and Eurasian
herps. But from early on, I studied anything I could."
UMM was a perfect match for Menke. "Basically, the world
water milfoil, and organisms like zebra mussels or West Nile
virus . The ant I study, the Argentine ant, is globally one of
was my oyster at Morris, and I was able to work on anything," be
the most wide spread and most destructive ant species, both
states. He studied malformed frogs with David Hoppe, professor
economically and ecologically."
of biology, whom he knew through the Minnesota Herpetological
Collaborating with several groups of scientists, Menke is
Society. He completed an Undergraduate Research Opportunity
Program (UROP) project on plant genetics with Chris Cole,
helping to develop a global database of ant occurrences and
diversity that they can use to answer questions about patterns of
professor of biology. A summer Research Experience for
invasions and the impact of climate change and invasive species
Undergraduates (REU) found him studying flatfish systematics
on native diversity. Next summer, he will be attending a course on
at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. "And when I came to
ants taught by experts from around the world . But in his free time,
Morris, the late Peter Whelan, professor of geology, started me
you may find him "in the bushes and trees looking for lizards
down the ' dark path' of geology," shares the smiling biology
and snakes," rather than ants. He doesn ' t find that surprising. It
major who earned a minor in geology.
After graduating from UMM, Menke enrolled in a master of
reflects his personality, his scientific persuasion, and perhaps, his
science program in herpetology at the University of Oklahoma,
UMM experience.
"Morris gave me breadth," declares Menke. "People I met in
where he utilized lizards as a study system for ecological questions.
my master's and Ph.D. programs might know more in one area or
"There was a large group of students who were all VERY
another, but none had the experience and confidence in so many
passionate about herps and herping-trying to catch and see
different stuff," he recalls. "I became a 'desert rat' and developed a
different areas. I absolutely treasure my time at UMM. The contact
love for those types of habitats."
with faculty and their interest in
During his doctorate work at the
teaching and involving undergrads in
University of California, San Diego,
research is phenomenal. Every single
Menke again surrounded himself with
faculty in biology and geology would
mentors who used herps to answer
make time for me and made me feel
ecological questions rather than
important. I could ask questions that
studying the organisms themselves.
would receive serious consideration.
He worked with Ted Case, a
Direct interaction with the faculty is
prominent theoretical ecologist who
incredibly rare at other institutions
works mostly with desert lizards,
where I have attended. Geology field
and David Holway, an experimental
trips where you actually had to go
ecologist who works with ants. His
outside and get dirty, see and interact
initial research utilized both lizards
with what you were studying; research
and ants, but gradually Menke shifted
with Hoppe and Cole; T Aing for
to predominantly ants.
Professor Margaret Kuchenreuther;
"I have become more and
small seminar classes with Professors
more involved in ant biology, a
Tracy Anderson, Van Gooch, Hoppe,
really amazing system," shares
and Cole on their areas of expertise;
and discussions with each faculty
Menke . "Ants do everything, and
Menke member gave me confidence in my
are ecologically and economically
Photo credit (upper left): Alex Wild ideas and my abilities."
important. For example, some of
-
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Greetings from Carla Riley '85, director
of alumni relations and annual giving
Say hello to former alley cat,
Sally Cat. She came to me via the
humane society a number of years ago.
I never had the heart to change her
name, but had I known that I would
find myself in the role of alumni
relations and annual giving director,
I might have named her "Pounce."
While not exactly as fierce as a
Riley and Sally Cat
Cougar, she does have a lot of pounce
in her, so I think she is the pumffect pet for me! I encourage
anyone who is in the market for a pet to visit his/her local
Young alumni potluck in Morris
shelter. Change both lives for the better.
Young alumni from the Morris area gathered in November
The Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving has
2007 for a casual potluck organized by Erin Schellin, program
had a busy year. In addition to planning and hosting many
associate in the Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving.
exciting on-campus activities, such as Homecoming and our
Jeff '99 and Kristin Lamberty ' 00 hosted the gathering.
second annual Senior Legacy Banquet, we have enjoyed
the. "On the Road" program to a number of cities and towns
From left: Erin Schellin '05, Dave Gimberlin, Gwen Simon '99,
across the United States. Chancellor Jacquie Johnson and
Josh Kurpiers '01, Lori Borowski '03, Kristin Lamberty '00,
Associate Vice Chancellor for External Relations Maddy
Jeff Lamberty '99, Maura Lamberty-future UMMer, and
Maxeiner and I have had the great pleasure of meeting with
Bryan Herrmann '01. Not pictured: Salvador Monteagudo '99
many distant alumni and friends ofUMM
via this relatively new and very successful
program. Our monthly e-newsletter, £-Express,
and the alumni Web site will keep you abreast
of where we have been and where we are going
next.
In addition, we are researching the
possibility of expanding the "On the Road"
program to include alumni travel opportunities.
Let me know if this is something that would be
of interest to you . Your donations to the UMM
Annual Fund help support "On the Road"
gatherings and many other efforts of the UMM
Alumni Association (UMMAA). We appreciate
your support.
I am also pleased to inform you of two
new giving opportunities. The UMM Cougar
Pride Fund is an endowed fund that has been
established to support intervarsity athletics.
The UMM Impact Fund is also an endowed
2007-08 Senior Banquet
fund which will be used to support a variable
In addition to honoring soon-to-be-alumni, the UMM Alumni Association's
current student or alumni need for a period of
Senior Banquet held in December provided an opportunity for a "residence hall
th,ree years or more. The UMMAA Board of
reunion ." The above students, all May 2008 graduates, began their UMM careers
Directors will determine which projects will be
as dorm mates.
supported and for how long. In its initial year,
the Impact Fund will purchase carbon credits
Front row: Emily Croaston, Minneapolis; Alicia Mengelkoch, Minneapolis;
to achieve "carbon neutral status" for campus
LeAnn Hedquist, Wabasha; Missy Rynerson, Richfield; Liz Hampton, Augusta,
vehicles. This will further advance UMM's
Wisconsin; Laura Walton, New Hope; Middle row: Tegan Peterson, Wadena;
current efforts to offset its carbon footprint.
Erin Lawrence, Maplewood; Nicky K~ehler, Brookfield, Wisconsin; Back
Feel free to contact me anytime with
row: Seth Arnold, Kandiyohi; John Hanson, Falcon Heights; Katie Williams,
questions, concerns, or just to say hello! I enjoy
Stillwater; Alex Majestic, Shorewood; Luke Elward, Minneapolis; Caitlin
hearing from alumni and can be reached at
Siefkes, Forest Lake; Eric Williams, Lakeville; Zaq Clemens, Minneapolis;
rileycj @morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6394.
Emily Ashworth, Roseville
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Mark your calet1dars for UMMAA events!
UMMAA "on the road" to Washington, D.C.
Monday, March 10, 2008, 5:30 until 7:30 p.m.
Gordon Biersch, 900 F Street Northwest
"Dinner with the Chancellor" alumni gathering in Sioux Falls
Thursday, March 27, 2008, 5:30 until 7:30 p.m.
Minervas Restaurant, 301 South Phillips Avenue
Young Alumni Service Project in Brooklyn Park
Thursday, March 13, 2008, 6 until 7:30 p.m.
Feed My Starving Children, 6750 West Broadway
Young Alumni Study Abroad Gathering in Edina
Wednesday, April 16, 2008, 5:30 until 7:30 p.m.
Maggiano's Little Italy, 2685 Southdale Center
UMMAA "on the road" to Duluth
Thursday, June 12, 2008, TBA
Homecoming 2008
Friday, October 3 through Saturday, October 5, 2008

Snow flakes enhance Guthrie event
The weather outside was frightful, says Carla Riley, director
of alumni relations and annual giving, but A Christmas Carol was
delightful! "More than 175 students, alumni, faculty, and friends
braved the elements in true Minnesotan style to gather at the
Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis for an elegant reception followed
by a moving performance of the play," shares Riley. "The earnest
appearance of winter on December 1, 2007, hindered travel to a
degree, but the pristine snowfall nicely lent itself to Dickens' tale
and enhanced the holiday mood. "
Attendee Audrey Peterson Henningson '68 agrees with Riley:
"Yes, the 'weather outside [was] frightful ,' but the atmosphere
inside was warm and friendly! The Guthrie reception was lovely,
the performance enjoyable, and it was a wonderful opportunity to
connect with fellow alums, faculty, and staff."

Photo above: Douglas Koehntop '67, Edla Finley Koehntop
'68, Audrey Peterson Henningson '68, and Chris Henningson
'67 attended the 2007 Guthrie reception.

A message from Deb Carlson '72
president of the UMMAA
My husband and I had the pleasure
of vacationing the first week of January
2008 in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
Those ofus who live land-locked lives
generally spend a great deal of time
near water when we can, and we are no
different.
We began each morning with a long
walk along the beach. On the first day,
we noticed three depressions in the sand,
outlined with soft, papery, shell fragments . The biology
student in me kicked in, and I recognized sea turtle nests.
Mama turtle lumbers ashore in the night, lays her eggs, and
covers them in the sand, where the warm sun incubates them.
When the eggs hatch, the babies instinctively make a rush for
the surf line, and paddle away into the ocean.
On our last morning walk, we came across the most
concentrated web of bicycle tire tracks either of us had ever
seen. But they weren't tire tracks; they were baby sea turtle
tracks. The little guys were headed every which way, mostly
up against the sea wall far from the surf line. And they were
tired. We began carrying them into the surf, and encouraging
them: "Swim baby sea turtle, swim!" Construction workers
on the building behind the sea wall acted as spotters, calling
down to us where 'un otro ' baby sea turtle was located.
We probably carried 130 baby turtles to the water.
Perhaps they were too pooped to make it. Perhaps they were
disoriented. Perhaps the diving birds hovering over the
water planned to breakfast on them. Had we done nothing,
they were doomed . So, we felt good about helping baby sea
turtles into their ocean.
This issue of Profile tells you about the new
environmental studies major, the new "green" residence
ball, and Amy Klobuchar's visit to see UMM's "green"
initiatives. Like rescuing baby sea turtles, all of these
initiatives focus on caring for our environment, being
excellent stewards of our environment, training future
environmentalists, and calling attention to all of the things
we can do .
UMM has created the UMM Sustainable "Green"
Energy Fund that will support green initiatives at UMM and
further our impact as good stewards of our environment and
our alma mater.
Whatever your particular interest, I ask you to consider
making a gift donation to UMM. Annual gifts make a huge
difference, whether they are used for student scholarships,
to support special initiatives, or to launch concepts like the
wind turbine or the gasification plant. Your gift does not
have to be big. It will not be insignificant. Rather, it will
be used and appreciated to further the good work ofUMM.
Please consider writing your check today. It will be just
like putting a baby sea turtle back into the ocean. It was not
a big effort for us, but to a baby sea turtle it made all the
difference in the world.
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FEED Mr
STARVING
CHILDREN
Young Alumni
Service Project
Thursday, March 13, 2008
6 until 7:30 p.m.
refreshments at 7:30 p.m.
6750 West Broadway
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota
The culture and tradition of
leadership and service that we began as
UMM students continues through UMM
young alumni service projects.
Young alumni from the last ten
-years are invited to volunteer at the
nonprofit Feed My Starving Children.
Experience a sense of service and
community as you package meals for
the world 's hungriest children. The
nutritious meals, shipped to more than
50 countries, offer hope to the hungry.
For more information, directions,
and to RSVP, please contact Erin
Schellin '05, program associate,
at schellin@morris.umn.edu
or 320-589-6067, or check the Web site
at www .morris.umn.edu/alumni.

Schellin '05 plans activities to capture
interest of diverse UMM alumni
Erin Schellin '05 has on ly been
"on the job" as program associate in the
Office of Alumni Relations and Annual
Giving for six months, but it did not take
long for her to identify the most exciting
AND most difficult aspect of the position.
"UMM's alumni population is wonderfully
diverse with many
different interests,"
shares Schellin. "Our
common ground is
UMM, but planning
events that appeal to
all al umni is tricky."
Schellin's
goal is to provide
numerous entry points
for alumni to be
involved. In the past
year, alumni from the
last decade or so have
gathered for bowling,
Latin dancing, and
theatre through the
relatively new and
very successfu l Young Alumni Program.
In March, a service project will be added
to the schedule. (Sidebar on this page
features the Feed My Chi ldren event.)
"Educational gatherings" are also
being explored. Schellin plans to host
gatherings, both on campus and off
campus, that re-unite facu lty, alumni,
and students. For example, an event
highlighting a study abroad trip will allow
students and faculty to share photos,

r

Humanities Fine Arts Gallery
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS

Call for Entries
UMM Studio Art Alumni Exhibition
October 4 until November 28, 2008
Opening reception during Homecoming weekend, October 3-5, 2008

To celebrate and honor alumni who continue creative work in the visual arts, the

UMM Humanities Fine Arts Gallery will present an exhibition of work created by
studio art alumni. For a prospectus, contact Michael Eble, curator, at 320-589-6285 or
meble@morris.umn.edu. Entries are due Tuesday, May 1, 2008.
Sponsored by the Division of the Humanities, the Studio Art discipline,
and the UMM Alumni Association
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information, and stories with alumni and
campus friends who wish to learn more
about their experiences and the country in
which they traveled.
For alumni far from campus, she is
investigating online opportunities. "For
example," she says, " it is inspiring when
alumni mentor current
students, and that
can be accomp lished
totally via the Web."
Of course, these
new activities wi ll be
in addition to UMM
traditions like the
Midwinter Gatheri ng
and Homecoming.
"Homecoming 2007
was so much fun , the
highlight of my UMM
career so far," states
Schellin. "I'm already
excited for next year,
and l encourage all
alumni to come back
to campus for Homecoming 2008, October
third, fo urth , and fifth! "
A Brainerd native, Schellin is a
graduate of Target Corporation's business
college in which she received executive
managerial training that serves her well
in her UMM position. " It wa·s a good
experience that prepared me for the
responsibilities of managing various
programs and increased my decision
making confidence," states the economics
major. "The experience was also a good
indication of the great education I received
at UMM. In comparison to other young
grads in the program, I was very prepared."
It still fee ls a bit strange for Schellin
to be back on campus, this time as staff
instead of student, but she could not be
happier. "My work here comes naturally
because I've always been a UMM
advocate, and UMM alumni are the best! "
Being back in Morris allows Schellin
to indul ge in her love for outdoor
activities: year-around fishing, hunting,
exercising, and walking her dog, Bue.
Enjoying her favorite pastimes with friends
and family makes them even sweeter.
Photo above: Schellin '05 and Bu e
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Class NOtes____________

compiled by Ashley Johnson '08, New Richmond, Wisconsin

Class of '64
Lenora Wells Waddell
received a 25-year staff award
from the Morris Area School
District.
Class of '65
Kathleen Struckmann
Johnson and husband Eugene
fund the Johnson School of
Journalism and Communication
at Bethel University, where
Kathleen taught music
education, which she also taught
in public schools. The Johnsons
own and publish 14 weekly
newspapers in Minnesota and
Wisconsin . They are semiretired and live on a boat in
Florida during the winter
months.

two children, ages 17 and 15.
They live near North Branch.
My partner, Rickey Scott, is
employed locally. I am retired
after years of nonprofit career
employment. It was a change
returning to Morris after 20
years but a welcome one.
Watch the sports headlines. Our
son is dynamo at basketball,
baseball, and football. "

Mona Syverson Gregersen
retired after teaching 35 years
in tbe Chokio-Alberta and
Alexandria School Districts.
She looks forward to spending
time in France this spring.
The Rowan family held a "UMM-flavored wedding" in the Twin
Cities in July 2007. From left: Sharon Orange Rowan '82 and
Bruce Rowan '82, groom's parents; Sara Sullivan Rowan '03
and Jake Rowan '04, bride and groom , Nate Rowan, groom' s
brother; and Molly O'Chamberlain, personal attendant. Several of
Sara and Jake's UMM classmates were involved in the wedding.

Avis J. Van Otterloo
DeRuyter Ogden writes:
"My husband and I traveled to
Minnesota this past summer for
a class reunion at Hancock High School and took the opportunity
to do a driving tour of the UMM campus. It was great to see
how the campus has developed since I graduated. The bookstore
shopping spree was great, too! My husband is a University of
Idaho graduate but wears UMM sweats and T-shirts now like I
do. My parents, John and Freda Van Otterloo, died last spring, so
it has been a difficult year. I retired in September, which has been
such a gift. My last employment was instructor/quality assurance
manager with Goodwill Industries of the Columbia."
Clara Hovland Riveland passed away in October 2007. Clara
was a retired professor at the University of Minnesota and St.
John's University.

Sylvia Sunquist Swenson's son, Erik, and daughter-in-law, Vicki,
were chosen for the "Extreme Makeover: House Edition" that
aired in November 2007.
Class of '70
Dale Saue, Montevideo, passed away in February 2007.
Richard Slieter is an administrator at the Community Behavioral
Health Hospital in Baxter.

Class of '72
Della Lawson Conroy,
Hancock, exhibited at the Barn
Theatre Gallery in Willmar.

Class of '73
Dennis Anderson is a
founding member of Pheasants Forever wbicb celebrated its 25th
anniversary in August 2007 .

Class of '74
Elizabeth Wood Hinds, Morris, is the board secretary for the
Drop-In Center which allows area residents living with mental
illness the opportunity to meet and socialize.
Class of '77
Steve Thompson writes: "I live in Nashville, Tennessee, with
wife Jan and son Nathan. Older son Matt returned in April
from seven months infantry duty in Fallujah, Iraq, with the
U.S. Marines. We were grateful for his safe homecoming. Matt
married in October and lives in Nashville. He plans to return to
college and has two more years in the Marine Corps reserves .
Nathan is a special needs child; we keep busy with his activities
including therapeutic riding, soccer, and school functions. I am
an independent human resources consultant working mostly with
state, municipal, and county governments in Tennessee, though l
work with some private sector clients as well. Jan manages a 100year-old shopping arcade in downtown Nashville. We get about
four days of real winter per year, and that's just enough! "
Gail Stillwell Boe is a UMM groundskeeper and gardener.

Class of '71
Cheryl Brevig, Morris, writes: "My family returned to Morris in
2003 . My son, Chris Scott ( 17), is a junior at Morris Area High
School. My daughter, Michelle Olen (38), is married and has

Class of '78
Kay McNally Grossman welcomed grandson Charlie Joseph
deNeui in November 2007.
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Class of '80
Rodman Abbot married Shelley Gordon in May 2007 .
Cinda Hetfield Carlson, Morris, passed away in September 2007.
Mark Stover is lean facilitator for Bruker AXS in Madison
Wisconsin. He leads continuous improvement using lean principle~
for North American operations of Bruker Corporation. Daughter
Claire Stover '09 is a UMM French and international studies major.
Bonjour tout le monde to the Class of 1979 and Class of 1980.
Bonnie Filter Wall, Donnelly, is director of the Morris Life Care
Pregnancy Center, which celebrated its 10th anniversary.
Class of '81
Kimberly Frank Olson, Inver Grove Heights, received a master of
education from the University of Minnesota. She teaches English
as a second language at Hidden Valley Elementary in Savage.
Connie Grages Suljendahl is a basketball coach at West Aurora
High School in Illinois.
Class of '84
Susan Schulzetenberg Brooks, Morris, is the Drop-In Center
board president.
David Melaas, lives in Germany with wife Jutta and children
Sarah and Aaron. He is a civilian orthopedic physician assistant
serving on a military base.
Class of '85
Andrea Beard Conrath celebrated 20 years with the government.
She is a biologist with U.S . Environmental Protection Agency, and
lives in Alexandria, Virginia, with husband Bart, twin sons Griffin
(4) and Torrin (4), and daughter Annika (2). She writes: "Life is
never boring with three kids, but I wouldn ' t have it any other way!"
E-mail her at andrea@conrath.com.
Bryan Delage is a flight surgeon and family physician in Ortonville.
Carlos Gallego won the 2007 National Amateur Athletes Union
Lightweight Judo Championship Title and was re-elected to the
Independent School District # 112 board (Chaska, Chanhassen,
Victoria, and Carver.)

Jay Johnson makes his home on Wall Lake in Fergus Falls
with wife Bonnie and son Tucker (9). He is in his 20th year as
a mathematics instructor at Minnesota State Community and
Technical College. He writes: "I look forward to hearing from old
Cougars at jay.johnson@minnesota.edu."
Class of '87
Tim Owen was named Section 3A south boys basketball coach
of the year in 2007 and named the Class A boy's basketball
representative to the Minnesota High School Basketball Advisory
Committee. This is his 15th year of teaching and coaching at
Southwest Star Concept High School in Okabena.
Leigh Marthe is working on her dissertation focused on the lives
of female college presidents in New England. She hopes to finish
a doctorate in education with a focus on leadership in spring 2008
through Capella University. Leigh also works with Congressman
Paul Hodes. E-mail her at leigh_marthe2000@yahoo.com.
Class of '88
Colleen Hennen-Clements performed in Agnes of God at Park
Square Theatre.
Dan and Shelly Born Croonquist live in Kandiyohi. Dan is a
pastor serving Mamrelaund/St. John's Lutheran Churches of
Pennock. Shelly is a registered nurse at Willmar Surgery Center.
Steven Myren writes: "Wife Mari, children Anthony ( 14), Chelsea
(12), Joseph (9) , and Garrett (6), and I attended the University of
Wisconsin, River Falls football game in October, where Kevin
(Eddie) Bullis '90 is the defensive coordinator. UWRF defeated
UW-Platteville in overtime. It was fun to catch up with Kevin, wife
Kathy, and their children, Jack, Joe, and Emme. We also watched
the River Falls High School volleyball team coached by Kathy
Bullis. We met Tom '89 and Barb Rahlenbeck Berg '88, Eau
Claire residents, at the match and had a great visit."
Class of '89
JoAnn Winkels Evenson welcomed daughter Hannah in April
2007. Hannah joins siblings Jaden (6) and Haley (4). JoAnn lives
with husband Kam in St. Cloud, where she practices law and is a
partner at the law firm of Neils, Franz & Chirhart, P.A.
Dean Mithun manages Coborn' s in Morris.
Class of '90
Daniel Gray welcomed baby Myles Robert in August 2007.
Class of '91
Kim Keller writes: "I have resided in Dallas, Texas, since
December 1995. I've had a career in sales as a professional
clothier for the Tom James Company since 1996. Last year, I
joined the Association of Image Consultants International and
received professional training to be an image consultant. In 2007,
I was certified as a Dave Ramsey Financial Counselor and look
forward to growing my business in that area. I'd love to connect
with friends who were at UMM 1987-1991. Please drop a note at
keller_ kimberly@yahoo.com."
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Molly Hergott Miller writes: "I have lived in River Falls,
Wisconsin, for the past seven years. My husband is a family
practice physician at the River Falls Area Hospital. I primarily
stay at home with our children, Danielle (7), Olivia (5), Angela
(4), and Zachary (15 mos.) . I also have a casual position as a
physical therapist at the River Falls Area Hospital."
Class of '92
Mark Anderson was deployed from June 2006 until June
2007 with the Minnesota National Guard to help train the
Afghan National Army. A sales manager at Berry Plastics in
Bloomington, he lives in Apple Valley with wife Lisa and
children Jacquelyn (7) and Lauren (4) .
Tim Diem writes: "It' s been a roller coaster this year in the Diem
household. Billy (5) started kindergarten . Paul (4) reads everything
he sees, and Jack (1) just tries to keep up. I'm in my eighth year
at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, my third as director
of the marching band. No one will believe this, especially my
wife, Toni , but after a brief nine and one half years, I finished my
dissertation and received a doctor of arts from the University of
Northern Colorado. Toni says I'm ' slow.' I prefer ' persistent! "'
Philip and Jennifer Dekker Ebeling '91 live in Maple Grove
with children Will (8), Emma (6), PJ (4), and Johnny (2). Jenny
home schools Will and Emma and teaches piano. Philip had
Gopher football season tickets last fall and had a lot of fun taking
the kids . Johnny was born loving football. They would love to
hear from old friends . E-mail them at PJEbeling@comcast.net.
Jodi Owen, clinical director of Capital Area counseling in Pierre,
South Dakota, writes : "I am in my second year of being studentloan-debt-free with the help of National Heath Service Corps.
Starting this year, I will be able to travel to warmer places through
most of the winters while remaining connected part-time to
supervisees and select clients. I have a wonderful partner, Bobby,
a beagle puppy named Fred, a stray mix puppy named Shadow,
and three cats. Quite a houseful! We live walking distance from
where our boat is docked, so we spend hot days and summer
evenings boating and also do a lot of motorcycling. The bulk of
our free time is, of course, spent cleaning up pet hair. "

Kristina Schram, Barrington, New
Hampshire, is a stay-at-home mom and
writer. Kristina just published her first book,
The Chronicles of Anaedor The Prophecies.
Check out www.KristinaSchram.com
Juli Wagner, Eagan, is a meeting planner for
the Grain Elevator and Processing Society.
Daughter Madison ( 10) is very smart and
active with many activities like her mother.

Schram

Class of '93
Shari Rachel Clark, Elk River, a fourth grade teacher at St.
Francis School District, has a son ( 10) and daughter (2 ½). She
would love to hear from anyone who lived in Spooner Hall from
1989 until 1990. E-mail shacla@stfrancis.12.mn .us .
Nathan and Amanda Docteur Hestwood, Eagan, welcomed
baby Riley Anne in August 2007. Riley joins brothers Dylan
(6) and Connor (2) . Amanda teaches English at Woodbury High
School. Nathan works for Thomson West in Eagan. E-mail
nhstuff@hotmail.com.
Julie Ring retired from the Minnesota Department of Health after
10 years. She is executive director of the Local Public Health
Association of Minnesota. Public health issues are still important
to her, but she spends more time working on policy development
and legislative advocacy- finally back to using her poli sci
degree. Julie lives in northeast Minneapolis with her crazy beagle.
E-mail julie_minneapolis@hotmail.com.
Mark Robinson writes: "The Air Force has moved us again!
Wife Lauri and our two girls, Molly (6) and Betsy (4), have
moved out to Fairfield Air Force Base in Spokane, Washington.
We love the lifestyle of the Inland Northwest! I am the medical
director for the Air Force survival school, and I love my job
because it keeps me out in the woods doing wilderness medicine
and away from my desk. The best part is that our group is part
of the national search and rescue registry, so we get called to
perform helicopter rescue anywhere in the four-state area."
Corinne Leuthner Schmieg, Chaska, writes : "I am happily
employed at home as a wife and mother. I've been married
to Dale Schmieg for 10 years. God has blessed us with seven
children. Our youngest, Matthew, was born in November 2007."
Becca Starr is a research scientist conducting res·earch in
the childcare and early education field at Child Trends in
Minneapolis.

David Notch '91, Chris Heuer '05, Kris Nelson '97, and Howie
Hecht '92, Thomson West employees, visited UMM to recruit and
interviewed students.

Class of '94
Jim and Amy Loschy Cook live in St. Louis Park. Twin
daughters Ellie and Maddie are in third grade at Park Spanish
Immersion Elementary. Amy is a business systems consultant
with Wells Fargo Home Mortgage. Jim is with the D ' Amico
family ofrestaurants after long ago giving up teaching to be a
stay-at-home dad.
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Kraig and Jill Kluis Hughes '95 write: "We had a busy year in
2007! We returned to the U.S . from a two-year stint in Ireland in
April ; big sister Fiona (3) welcomed new baby Gwen in May; and
we purchased a new home in the Fox Valley, Wisconsin, area in
August. Life is busy with two girls and a house on the National
Historic Registry to renovate, but we'd still love to hear from
fellow UMMers in the area! " E-mail umm@kriaghughes.com.
Brandon and Jenny Anderson Schaust '95 welcomed baby
Evan Charles in July 2007. Evan joins big brother Adam (1 ).
Brandon was promoted to manager for Target Corporation. Jenny
is a stay-at-home mom.
Jason and Kami Poland Thoen , Coon Rapids, welcomed
baby Jacob Kenneth in July 2007 . Jacob joins siblings Joey (9),
Kayla (9), and Joshua (3). Jason teaches chemistry at Inver Hills
Community College. Kami works part-time for 3M. E-mail
kamithoen@hotmail.com.
Class of '95
Rachel Brand welcomed baby Willem Benjamin Cohn in August.
Susan Harris Linser and husband Jon '87 moved back to
Minnesota in 2005 after more than IO years in Wisconsin. They
welcomed baby Delaney Rose in October 2007. Susan is at home
with Delaney and siblings Anneke (8) and Tevis (6). Jon is an
electrical engineer with Rockwell Automation in
Roseville. Susan writes: "We would love to hear
from you! (D and SK where are you ?)" E-mail
selinser@juno.com.

Robert and Kelly Nelson Doohen moved to Isanti. Rob finished
his residency in orthopedic surgery and works in Cambridge. Son
Noah (5) started kindergarten last fall .
Nicole Herdina traveled for three months to several countries
visiting friends and making new ones during summer 2007.
Nicole then started a graduate program in statistics at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Stacy Hill writes: "I just finished a yearlong pastoral internship,
and I am looking forward to graduating in May with a master of
divinity and heading south (to somewhere warm!) for my first
call! It's been fun, but I am sooo ready to be done."
Andy Johnson and Jon Rondeau were featured on HGTV ' s
"FreeStyle."
Michelle Nahorniak and husband returned to the U.S. after
spending five years in Europe, Spain, and the Netherlands . They
reside outside of Philadelphia with sons Alex (5) and Nacho (3).
Sarah Berg Riley and daughter Reagan (10) make their home
in Charlottesville, Virginia. She is general manager of Music
Gallery. E-mail sarahriley329@yahoo.com.
Kimberly Anderson Small is the assistant general counsel for
the Office of the General Counsel at Illinois
Association of School Boards.
Kyung Don Tak writes: 'Tm serving as
the command chaplain for the Naval Mobile
Construction Battalion 40, aka: Seabees! My
battalion and I are deployed to Kuwait as part
of Operation Iraqi Freedom. It' s a privilege
and honor to be serving our country with such
dedicated men and women of the U.S . Armed
Forces. Please keep the U.S. troops in your
prayers!"

Sharon Martin received a 10-year staff award
from the Morris Area School District.
Justin and Jennifer Rodgers Miller,
Bloomington, welcomed baby Molly Rae in
October 2007. Molly joins siblings Anne (8),
Susannah (5), and Joshua (4). Justin works in
senior management at Rudolph Technologies. Jen
has her own coaching/consulting business. E-mail
jenannejustin@hohnail.com.
Shelby Ehrenberg Strafel, Portland, Oregon,
was married in April 2007. She is a regional
human resource manager for Home Depot. E-mail
shelby_ strafel@yahoo.com.

Tak

Class of '96
Matt Hanson married wife Heather in September 2007 and
bought a house in Blackduck. He is in his sixth year of teaching
grades 7-12 social sciences in Northome. He coaches baseball and
girls basketball and advises the Knowledge Bowl team .
Class of '97
Erik Anderson and wife Cindy welcomed baby Kaitlyn Moriah
in November 2007. E-mail Erik at emapm@comcast.net.

Jessica Rybaski Thury and husband Dan
moved to Stillwater with children Henry
(2) and June (6 mos.). Jessica works in
Minneapolis as a product manager for Navitaire
within Accenture.

Class of '98
Guy Budinger and Casey Duevel '00 reside in Apple Valley.
Guy is a project manager for the State of
Minnesota. Casey is an electronic resources
librarian for Mankato State University.
Ben Erholtz and wife Mary welcomed baby
Trace Benjamin in October 2007 .
Nathan Gorr presented at the UMM
Graduate/Professional school fair in
October 2007.
Gorr
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Sarah Nylander Gullickson writes: "I have
a baby! Simon Cuinn Gullickson was born
April 2007. He is a healthy boy and terrifically
entertaining to Hunter and me. After my
maternity leave, I went back to work as
the associate props manager at the Guthrie
Theatre. I'm looking forward to working on A
Midsummer's Night Dream later this season. I
clearly remember our Meiningen's trip to see
the Guthrie production back in 1997. Now,
I'll be working with the same director and
designer!"

David Drexler, Fergus Falls, is a financial
representative for Thrivent Financial for
Lutherans.
Tristi Kringle, Cottage Grove, works at the
Minnesota Zoo in three departments. The
most recent is marine mammals, taking care
of sea otter pups. E-mail her at
aqual 996@hotmail.com.
Stefanie Schrump Phelan '98 and
husband Michael, Shaker Heights,
Ohio, welcomed baby Carleigh
Aine in December 2006. E-mail
ses31@case.edu.

Class of '99
Paul and Jill Druley Brown welcomed baby
Henry Paul in August 2007. Paul joins siblings
Aslynn (5) and twin brothers Marcus (3) and
Bennett (3). They will be moving to Luxembourg in February
for Paul's job with John Deere Credit. They write: "If anyone is
planning to travel to Europe in the next three years, stop in and
see us! " E-mail jilldalenb@hotmail.com.

Ryan Carter, Washington, D.C., is a research librarian for
Ernst & Young LLP. He writes: "Alumni, students, prospective
students, faculty , staff, whatever-if you're down this way, look
me up."
Melissa J. Goracke writes: "Daughter Sierra (8) and I have
moved to Wayzata. I began classes this fall to obtain a doctorate
in clinical psychology. I just turned 30 and I feel that more
education at this point before the weight of the years befall me
is necessary. After living in the forests of northern Minnesota
for the past five years, the metro area is a big change. E-mail
honeybee7677@hotmail.com."
Chris Lienemann and wife Stacy, Minneapolis, welcomed baby
Zoe Annika in May 2007. E-mail them at lienemcs@hotmail.com.
Miranda Swanson Muscha is senior credit administrator at
VISIONBank in Fargo, North Dakota.
Rufino and Patricia Rodriguez make their home in Andover.
Patricia graduated from physicians assistant school in 2005.
Rufino is an anesthesiologist at Unity and Mercy Hospitals. They
write: "Our time spent at UMM was very memorable. We can be
reached at 651-271-3596."
Donald Scott, who attended UMM as Scott Turnbull, is the
men ' s and women's assistant soccer coach at UMM.
Class of '00
Janelle Alvstad-Mattson and husband Neil, Ithaca, New York,
welcomed baby Nellia Lillian in November 2007. Neil is a
Cornell University assistant professor in floriculture . He received
a doctorate in plant biology from the University of California,
Davis. Janelle, currently a stay-at-home mom, "retired" from a
computer repair firm . Contact them at nellienuke@yahoo.com.

Dave and Sarah Kjolhaug Logan, moved
to Eagan with their two-year-old daughter.
Sarah is program director and therapist at the
Center for Grief, Loss and Transition. Dave
works in Edina as a re-insurance broker.
Contact Sarah at sarah_kjolhaug@hotmail.
com or Dave at david.a.logan@guycarp.com.

Class of '01
Andy Blattenbauer, Waubun, received a professional certificate
in financial crimes investigation from Utica College of New York
in December 2007. He is an internal auditor for the White Earth
Reservation Tribal Council.
Sareen Dunleavy Keenan and husband Brendan, Minneapolis,
welcomed baby Brigid Margaret in May 2007. They write:
"Brigid is healthy, beautiful, and surprisingly mellow! " Sareen
works at Minnesota Life College. E-mail sareen.dunleavy.
keenan@gmail.com.
Bethany Cihlar-Rosten and husband Luke welcomed baby
Marcus Luke October 2007. Marcus joins big sister Maria.
Jill Doerfler completed a doctorate in American Studies at the
University of Minnesota. She is a Chancellors Postdoctoral
Fellow in American Indian studies at the University of Illinois.
During her fellowship , Jill will revise her dissertation, "Fictions
and Fractions: Reconciling Citizenship Requirements with
Cultural Values Among the White Earth Anishinaabeg,"
into a book manuscript. In fall 2008, she will begin a tenure
track position in American Indian Studies at the University of
Minnesota, Duluth.
Nate Maher filmed Borders in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, with
Dominique Swain and Jesse Ventura. He played Dauphin in
Theatre in the Round's King Henry Vin Minneapolis.
Megan Peterson relocated to the Boston, Massachusetts, area in
September 2006. She is director of development for the National
Network of Abortion Funds (NNAF) and enjoys raising money
to help disadvantaged women and girls access comprehensive
reproductive health care. She misses being able to hire UMM
students as interns, so please contact her at megan@nnaf.org if
you'd like to spend a summer in Boston as an intern with NNAF .
Megan ' s partner, Wendy Brovold, joined her in Boston and is
enjoying her new job as the marketing director of Our Bodies,
Ourselves. She'd also love to have an awesome UMM intern .
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Dakota, married Robert Walsh
in March 2007.

Class of '02
Noah · '03 and Jennifer Rogers
Keitel welcomed baby Lillian
Rogers Keitel in September 2007.
Nick and Sara Maxwell '03
moved to Shakopee where Nick
is a lawyer for Maschka, Reidy,
and Ries in Mankato. Sara is a
Licensed home childcare provider.
Class of '03
Christine Athmann, a 2007
University of Minnesota
Medical School graduate,
is interning at Saint Johns
Hospital in Maplewood. She is
training in family medicine in
the Phalen Village program .

Jeff and Katrina Juujarvi '02 Knutson, Eden Prairie, married
at Breezy Point Resort in May 2007. Alumni Jillian Geislinger
'02, Jennifer Falzerano '02, and Kristen Behrens '02 were
bridesmaids. Katrina attends Hamline University School of Law.

Dave and Emily Layer '04 Borgerding married in 2004 and
settled in Owatonna. Dave is a projects analyst/risk analyst at
Federated Insurance. Emily is a kindergarten teacher. They
welcomed baby Abigail in April 2007.
Lori Borowski exhibited "Elemental," a collection of four quilts,
at the Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alliance in Morris.

Class of '05
Amy Ackerman-Hoffmann ,
John Hoffmann '03, Tony
Shuster '02, Carla Riley '85,
James Horsman '01, Natalie
Kinsky '07, Dave Robbin '05,
Lisa Burton '06, Jon Lipp '98,
Pamela Frasch '01, Laura
Waldoch '02, Amanda Eklund
'05, Jeremy Dressen '02 and
Tim Lieser '02 attended the
Brave New Workshop Young
Alumni event.

Ericka Schultz Iverson
writes: "Brody celebrated his
first birthday with a huge party and lots of friends. Jeff started
a new job in August, which he loves because it gives him more
family time!" Ericka provides childcare for two children, ages
three and four, and Brody! She started an Usbome books home
business.
Bret Mayer attends graduate school at St. Cloud State University.
He also serves as the appointed interim assistant director of
international student and scholar services.

Tina Didreckson manages the Morris Theatre.
Alan Pagel married Laura Wilhelm in June 2007.
Monica Van Horn Sandoval married Jeffrey Sandoval in
August 2007. Michelle Miller Schmitt '02 was a bridesmaid.
Monica is a software engineer at IBM in Austin, Texas. Jeff
is a computer science doctorate student at Rice University in
Houston. They reside in Austin.
Class of '04
Jennifer Mages presented at the UMM
Graduate/Professional school fair in October
2007.
Leigh Berven and Joe
Halvorson '05 married
in September 2007. Joe
Mages coaches hockey, and
Leigh is a third-year
University of Minnesota medical school
student.
Doug Paulson is a drug and alcohol counselor
at Community Addiction Recovery Enterprise
in St. Peter. He works with in-patient clients as
they first enter treatment.
Allison Knutson Walsh , Vermillion, South

Class of '06
Tim Hellendrung performs professional improv at
ComedySportz Twin Cities. He has been apart of other improv
projects including Huge Theatre' s annual Creature Feature at
the Brave New Workshop and the Neutrino Video Project: Twin
Cities. Tim also works for the Walser Automotive Group in
customer relations.
Amanda Stults Howard is pursuing a master of education at the
University ofNorth Texas.
Rob Ladwig and Emily Thomas, Coon Rapids, married in
June 2007. Emily is a staff accountant for
POPP.com in Golden Valley and plays piano
for Saron Lutheran Church. Rob works in
consumer relations at Best Buy Corporation in
Richfield.
Class of '07
Tyler Helland is a first year medical school
student at the University of Minnesota, Duluth.
Jessica Johnson, Owatonna, teaches
elementary general education and 6-12 band
in the Janesville-Waldorf-Pemberton Schoois.

Abbey Starzecki Johnson '05
and friend Nicole Pirillo attended
Dome Day last fall.
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Terri Jo Schuft teaches general K-6 music
and 7-12 choir at the William Kelley Schools
in Silver Bay.
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Fall 2007 UMM
All-Conference

Athletics update
-Mark Fohl, director of intercollegiate athletics

Congratulations to the following student-athletes who received
all-conference honors for fall 2007 sports.

Football- First team: Matt Fragodt '09, Becker; Taylor Johnson
' I 0, Lakeville; Joe Pirillo ' 08, Manteca, Calif.; Andrew Shay
' 09, Minneapolis; Second Team: Chris Szorc '08 , Chicago, Ill.;
Brady Rose ' 10, Morgan ; Rick Arterberry ' 08, Alex, Okla.; Sean
Gremmels ' 08 , Glenwood ; Honorable Mention: Brandon Lorenz
' 09, White Bear Lake; Billy Newman ' 11 , Brooklyn Center; Mike
Terrell ' 08 , Tracy, Calif. ; Ryan Stoick '08, Morris ; JeffKarschnik
' 08 , Windom; Matt Throngard '10, Grantsburg, Wis.; Blair Elliott
' 09, Forest Lake
The men's soccer team winning the conference
tournament championship and Coach Dan Magner, women's
soccer, receiving Upper Midwest Athletic Conference
(UMAC) Coach of the Year recognition highlight the fall
sports season. The men's soccer win is significant because
it came in only the second year ofUMM's program. We
also added men's cross-country to the list of sports at UMM
bringing our total number to 19.
As we move into the middle of the winter sports season,
the men's and women's basketball teams are both leading
in the conference, and the swimming and diving team bas
established numerous school records. Nearly all spring sports
have begun workouts, optimistically looking forward to the
start of their seasons.
You may have heard that the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) is considering subdividing Division III
or creating a Division IV. Division III is the largest NCAA
division with 440 members, and its membership is projected
to continue growing. Division III members attending the
recent NCAA Convention in Nashville, Tennessee, did
not express much initial support for the proposed changes.
However, the proposal is a complicated issue that needs
more discussion. A survey to gather information and
solicit membership positions will be sent to presidents and
chancellors of Division III members in February 2008. If
determined that an additional division is needed, it will
likely be a number of years before implementation. Entire
conferences may need to determine at which level they will
compete, but information is not available at this time for the
UMAC or other Division III conferences to state preferences.
The UMAC is moving ahead with its plan to employ a
full-time commissioner beginning July 1, 2008. Previously,
Jim Unke, athletic director and men's basketball coach
at Martin Luther College, filled the commissioner's role.
It is an important step in conference development as the
UMAC continues to move toward Division III affiliation.
As a member of the search committee, I will be one of four
representatives ofUMAC institutions to review applications,
interview, and select the most qualified candidate.

Football Academic- Brady Janzen ' 08, Mountain Lake; Matthew
Harren ' 09, Eagle Bend; Kevin Pope ' 08 , Ely; Ryan Stoick ' 08,
Morris ; Michael Terrell '08 , Tracy, Cali .; Nathan Wood '08,
Eagle Bend
Volleyball-Brittany Kill ' 08 , Alberta; Briana Czer ' 09, New Ulm
Volleyball Academic- Tara Connolly ' 08 , Danvers; Briana
Czer '09, New Ulm; Brittany Kill '08 , Alberta; Jonna Maas' 10,
Walnut Grove; Sam Wahl '08, Watertown, S.D.; Melissa Weller
'08, Belgrade
Men's Soccer- First team: Brent Diggs ' I 0, Champlin; Patrick
O'Connor ' 10, Ham Lake; Mattson Towley ' 11 , Alexandria;
Dana Veth 'I 0, Ham Lake
Women's Soccer-First Team: Andrea Dexter '09 , Aurora,
Colo.; Elisabeth Fischbein '08, St. Louis Park; Maddy Gerber
' 10, Mahtomedi; Nina Jamot '10, Sartell ; Ashley Simpson ' 09,
Broomfield, Colo.; Jaima Solie '08, Mahtomedi; Honorable
Mention: Jennifer Baga ' 08, Duluth
Women's Soccer Academic- Jenny Baga '08, Duluth; Andrea
Carroll-Panek '08, St. Paul ; Emily Croaston '08, Minneapolis;
Amber Dziengel ' 08, Villard; Maddy Gerber ' l 0, Mahtomedi ;
Andrea Lund '10, Bloomington; Alicia Mengelkoch ' 08 ,
Minneapolis; Aimee Murry '08, Rochester; Ashley Simpson ' 09,
Broomfield, Colo.; Jaima Solie, Mahtomedi
Men's Cross Country- Andrew Rehmann ' 11 , Rosevi lie; Luke
Toso '11 , Falcon Heights
Men's Cross Country Academic- Scott Harder '09, Mountain
Lake; Dan Dutcher ' 08 , Vadnais Heights
Women's Cross Country-Allison Betsch '09, New Ulm
Women's Cross Country Academic- Allison Betsch ' 09, New
Ulm; Nicole Gallagher ' 08 , Buffalo; Miranda Jans ' 08 , Buffalo;
Carla Steinbring '08, Champlin
Men's Golf Academic- Tom Cathers ' 10, Mound; Sam Trojan
'I 0, St. Paul
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UMAC names Dan Magner
women's soccer coach of the year

Q and A with Pounce,
the UMM Cougar

The Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) selected
Dan Magner, UMM head women ' s soccer coach, as UMAC
coach of the year. Magner led the women's team to the UMAC
post-season soccer tournament championship in both years he
has served as head coach. Under his guidance, the Cougars are
31-7-2 (.815 percent) and 24-4 in conference action .
"Dan cares a lot about his players and always made sure
that we had everything we needed," states Jaima Solie '08,
Mahtomedi. "He bas a lot of knowledge about the game and that
shows when we play."
Magner
Seven members ofMagner's 2007 team earned AllConference honors, and the entire team received the 2007 National Soccer Coaches
Association of America (NSCAA) Team Academic Award, the ninth time UMM has
received the award in the 10-year history of women ' s soccer. Three Cougars earned
NSCAA Honorable Mention Scholar All-Region honors: Jennifer Baga ' 08, Duluth;
Ashley Simpson '09, Broomfield, Colorado; and Jaima Solie '08, Mahtomedi.

Describe your habitat here at UMM?
Breezy, fresh air, lots of room to move
around and pounce on unsusp ecting prey!
Cougars are territorial. Have you noticed
any other mascots invading your space?
No. Most mascots know this territory is
taken, and they should stay away. If I travel
to other schools, I'm always on my best
behavior to show offf or UMM.
How does an agile Cougar stay in shape?
I work out at the Regional Fitness Center,
run with the sports teams, sw im at the
pool, and stretch my legs in the open fields.
Cougars are symbols of strength. In
whom do you find your strength? The
students. Their willingness to achieve and
to do their best makes me want to try my
best. They inspire me to promote school
spirit, attend games, and to show my
support. And sometimes they need a Cougar
to tell them what a good job they are doing.
Cougars can't roar, so who makes all
that noise in the PE Center? The crowd
yells, cheers, and stomps their f eet, and the
porn porn squad and cheerleaders make
noise, too. It is exciting to watch games and
to shout with enthusiasm. I am glad that
UMM students promote their school sports I
Thanks, Pounce (aka Ashton Stenberg
'10, Isle), for your insights, for your
dedication to UMM sports, and for
supporting Cougar athletes!

Cougars win tournament championship
in second year of men's soccer program at UMM
In a 2-1 win over the College of St. Scholastica, the Cougars captured the UMAC
post-season tournament championship title in November 2007, a remarkable achievement
considering the program is only in its second year at UMM. "This team really came
together in a short period of time," reports Christian Devries, bead coach. "To win the
UMAC in our second year speaks volumes for the dedication, work ethic, desire, and
love for the game possessed by these 27 young men. It bas been a great experi_ence for
me to be part of the accomplishment of these student-athletes."
Co-captains Patrick O' Connor ' 10, Ham Lake, and Justin O' Connor ' 10, Ham Lake,
believe their team has what it takes for continued success. "We started the year strong,
then battled injuries until the end," shares Patrick. "But nobody gave up, and it paid off.
We should only get better next year. No one is graduating, and there were 14 freshmen
on the roster. I'm proud of everyone and can' t wait for next season."
Adds Justin, "We had great additions to the team with the freshmen and huge
performances for guys that were previously under the radar. The team really came
together, and we will only get better from here. "
Photo: The Cougar men's soccer team celebrates their UMAC championship title.
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